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CHEMOTACTIC WAVES OF BACTERIA AT THE MESOSCALE
VINCENT CALVEZ
Abstract. The existence of travelling waves for a model of concentration waves of bacte-
ria is investigated. The model consists in a kinetic equation for the biased motion of cells
following a run-and-tumble process, coupled with two reaction-diffusion equations for the
chemical signals. Strong mathematical difficulties arise in comparison with the diffusive
regime which was studied in a previous work. The cornerstone of the proof consists in
establishing monotonicity properties of the spatial density of cells. Travelling waves exist
under certain conditions on the parameters. Counter-examples to both existence and
uniqueness are found numerically after careful analysis of the discrete velocity problem.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The run-and-tumble model. The existence of travelling waves for bacterial chemo-
taxis is investigated at the mesoscopic scale. We study the standard run-and-tumble model
proposed originally by Stroock [30], Alt [3], and discussed further by Othmer, Dunbar and
Alt [24],
(1.1) ∂tf(t, x, v) + v ⋅ ∇xf(t, x, v) = ∫ T(t, x, v, v′)f(t, x, v′)dν(v′) −λ(t, x, v)f(t, x, v) .
This equation describes the evolution of the density of bacteria f(t, x, v), at time t > 0,
position x ∈ Rd, and velocity v ∈ V ⊂ Rd. Here, ν is a symmetric probability measure on
Rd. The set of admissible velocities is V = suppν. It is assumed to be compact all along
this work.
Bacteria perform run-and-tumble motion in a liquid medium, as described in the seminal
tracking experiments by Berg and Brown [7], Macnab and Koshland [22] (see also Berg’s
book [6]). They alternate between so-called run phases of ballistic motion (say, with velocity
v′), and tumble phases of rotational diffusion (Figure 1). Fast reorientation of the cell
occurs during tumble. After tumbling, bacteria make a new run with another velocity
v. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that tumbles are instantaneous reorientation
events, where the cell changes velocity from v′ to v. On the other hand, duration of
each run phase is a random time. It is assumed to follow an exponential distribution
with heterogeneous rate λ(t, x, v). By modulating the time of runs, bacteria are able
to distinguish between favourable and unfavourable directions. This strategy based on
temporal-sensing chemotaxis allows them to navigate in heterogeneous environments.
The tumbling frequency distribution T can be decomposed as
T(t, x, v, v′) = K(t, x, v, v′)λ(t, x, v′) ,
for some probability density function K(t, x, ⋅, v′), satisfying ∫ K(t, x, v, v′)dν(v) = 1. The
kernel K describes the distribution of post-tumbling velocities.
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Following [27, 28], we make the hypothesis that runs are modulated by two chemoat-
tractant signals. We denote by S(t, x) the concentration of some amino-acid released by
the bacterial population (e.g. aspartate, serine). We denote by N(t, x) the concentration
of some nutrient consumed by the bacterial population (e.g. oxygen, glucose).
We assume that both signals have an additive effect on temporal sensing. Furthermore,
they proceed with the same signal integration function φ, with possibly different relative
amplitudes χS , χN > 0. Accordingly, the tumbling frequency reads
(1.2)
λ(t, x, v′) = λS(t, x, v′) +λN(t, x, v′) ,
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
λS(t, x, v′) = λ0 (1
2
+ χSφ(D logS
Dt
∣
v′))
λN(t, x, v′) = λ0 (1
2
+ χNφ(D logN
Dt
∣
v′))
,
where DDt ∣v′ = ∂t+v′ ⋅∇x denotes the material derivative along the direction v′. Chemotaxis
is positive when φ is globally decreasing (tumbling is more likely when the concentration
of chemoattractant is decreasing).
Equation (1.1) is complemented with two reaction-diffusion equations for both chemical
concentrations S,N ,
(1.3)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∂tS(t, x) −DS∂2xS(t, x) + αS(t, x) = βρ(t, x)
∂tN(t, x) −DN∂2xN(t, x) = −γρ(t, x)N(t, x) ,
where DS ,DN , α, β, γ are positive constants, denoting respectively the diffusion coefficient
of S, the diffusion coefficient of N , the rate of degradation of S, the rate of production
of S by the bacteria, and the rate of consumption of the nutrient N by the bacteria. In
addition, ρ denotes the spatial density of bacteria,
ρ(t, x) = ∫ f(t, x, v)dν(v) .
1.2. Chemotactic waves in micro-channels. Concentration waves of chemotactic bac-
teria E. coli were described in the seminal article by Adler [1]. They inspired the second
article of Keller and Segel about mathematical modelling of chemotaxis [20]. We refer
to [31] for a featured review on the mathematical modelling of these chemotactic waves.
Mesoscopic models describing this remarkable propagation phenomenon were proposed in-
dependently in [34], and [27, 28]. Relevance of modelling at the mesoscopic scale relies
on tracking experiments. They reveal the directional distribution of individuals, and in
particular the spatially dependent biases in the trajectories.
Model (1.1)-(1.2)-(1.3) has been validated on some experimental data in [28], whereas
its macroscopic diffusive limit has been validated in [27] on some other experimental set.
It is worth noticing that the diffusive regime is valid when the chemotactic biases χS , χN
are small. This is not the case in the experiments presented in [28]. We believe that in
the latter, the mesoscopic scale is more appropriate to describe the bacterial population
dynamics.
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Figure 1. Typical trajectory of the swimming bacteria E. coli. Motion alternates
between run phases (straight motion), and reorientation events (tumble). At the
mesoscopic scale, it is reasonable to assume that both duration of run and duration
of tumble follow exponential distributions, but the timescale of run is one order of
magnitude longer. (Courtesy of J. Saragosti)
Experimental setting described in [27, 28] is as follows: cells (approx. 105 bacteria E.
coli) are initially located on the left side of a micro-channel after centrifugation. The width
of the micro-channel is 500µm, the height is 100µm, and the total length is 2cm. The
time span of experiments is about a few hours. After short time, a significant fraction of
the population moves towards the right side of the channel, at constant speed, within a
constant profile (see Figure 2).
The goal of the present work is to construct travelling waves for the run-and-tumble
equation, coupled to a pair of reaction-diffusion equations (1.1)-(1.2)-(1.3). This is an
original result, up to our knowledge. Note that equation (1.1) is conservative. Hence, such
travelling waves are in some sense solitary waves. They are very different from reaction-
diffusion travelling waves that occur in the Fisher-KPP equation, for instance (see e.g.
[15, 21, 4]).
1.3. Simplifying modelling assumptions. The construction of travelling waves for the
system (1.1)-(1.2)-(1.3) requires some modelling simplifications. One crucial assumption
is about the signal integration function φ. In order to maintain the spatial cohesion of
the band, it is important that the function φ has a sharp transition for small temporal
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Figure 2. Concentration waves of bacteria in a micro-channel [28]. (top) A
solitary wave of high density of bacteria travels from left to right with constant
speed and almost constant profile. (bottom) Massive tracking experiments reveal
the mesoscopic structure of the wave. (Courtesy of J. Saragosti)
variations. Accordingly, we make the following choice
φ = −sign .
This relies on some well documented amplification mechanism, see [6, Chapter 11. Gain
Paradox]. This specific choice imposes conditions on the pre-factors χS , χN , for the fre-
quencies λS ,λN to be non-negative, namely 0 ≤ χS , χN ≤ 1/2.
We further ignore any delay effects during the signal integration process, as the tumbling
rate is a function of the time derivative (1.2). This is to say that bacteria are supposed to
react to instantaneous variations of signal. This assumption is very restrictive, as compared
to experimental data [29, 6]. However, including any memory effect, as in [13, 34, 25] would
make the analysis much more difficult. This is left for future perspective.
In addition, assume that the post-tumbling velocity v is drawn uniformly at random,
(1.4) K ≡ 1 .
Assumption (1.4) ignores angular persistence during tumbling, as opposed to experimental
evidence [6].
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Finally, we restrict to dimension d = 1, as we are looking for planar waves.
We discuss possible relaxations of these assumptions in Section 8.
1.4. The measure ν on the velocity set V . We deal with two classes of probability
measures separately, namely the case of a continuum of velocities, and the discrete case.
1.4.1. The continuous case.
(A1): ν is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Moreover,
the probability density function belongs to Lp for some p > 1. Precisely, we have:
dν(v) = ω(v)dv , ω ∈ Lp , p ∈ (1,∞] , V = suppν is compact .
We do not include the case p = 1, for technical reasons that involve Ho¨lder regularization
by averaging lemma. On the other hand, the case p = ∞ is also excluded in the course
of analysis, as it is borderline. However, it is included in the final result because any L∞
p.d.f. having a compact support belongs to all Lp spaces.
Examples: the projection of the uniform measure on the unit circle S1 onto the interval[−1,1] under the hypothesis of axisymmetry writes dν(v) = 1pi (1− v2)−1/2 dv. This imposes
p < 2. The same procedure in case of the unit sphere S2 yields the uniform measure
dν(v) = 12 dv.
During the course of analysis, the following assumption will be required in order to refine
the asymptotic decay of solutions.
(A1’): In addition to (A1), the p.d.f. ω is bounded below by some ω0 > 0 on V .
Example: the projection of the uniform measure on the two-dimensional unit ball B(0,1)
onto the unit interval [−1,1] under the hypothesis of axisymmetry writes dν(v) = 2pi (1 −
v2)1/2 dv. It belongs to Lp, but it vanishes on v = ±1. Similarly, the same procedure in case
of the the three-dimensional unit ball B(0,1) yields dν(v) = 34(1 − v2)dv.
1.4.2. The discrete case.
(A2): ν is a finite sum of dirac masses,
ν = N∑
i=1ωiδ(v − vi) , (∀i) vi ∈ R , (∀i) ωi > 0 ,
N∑
i=1ωi = 1 .
The latter assumption is motivated by numerical analysis, where (ωi)i are quadrature
weights. This case is not included in the main result. However, comprehensive numerical
analysis performed in Section 7 enables to find counter-examples for the existence and
uniqueness of travelling waves. This completes our main result, as it shows that additional
conditions on the parameters are mandatory, on the contrary to the macroscopic model
obtained in the diffusion limit (see Section 2.1).
A companion paper develops accurate well-balanced schemes for solving the Cauchy
problem [9]. Consequences of the lack of existence and uniqueness are investigated in the
long-time asymptotic of (1.1)-(1.2)-(1.3). We also refer to [26, 14, 35] for numerical analysis
of variants of (1.1), based either on Monte Carlo simulations, or inverse Lax-Wendroff
methods.
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1.5. Notations and conventions. As the problem is linear with respect to the cell den-
sity f , we can normalize the latter to have unit mass,
(1.5) ∬ f(z, v)dν(v)dz = 1 .
The space variable in the moving frame at speed c is denoted by z = x − ct.
We denote by v0 = max(suppν) the maximal velocity.
We assume that the amplitude of the tumbling rate is λ0 = 1 without loss of generality.
We adopt the following convention: the superscripts + and − denote the position of the
velocity v with respect to the speed c (resp. v > c and v < c), whereas the subscripts +
and − denote the relative position with respect to the origin (resp. z > 0 and z < 0). For
instance, f−+ (z, v) denotes the density of bacteria on the right side (z > 0), moving towards
the origin (v < c). Similarly, ρ−+(z) = ∫{v<c} f+(z, v)dν(v) denotes the spatial density of the
same group of bacteria.
The tumbling rate can take only four values 1 ± χS ± χN , depending on the sign of the
gradients. Due to the particular ansatz that underlies the existence of travelling waves,
T is can only change value if v crosses c, or if z crosses the origin. Accordingly, the four
possible values are denoted by T++ , T −+ , T +− , T −− . We refer to (3.3), and Figure 4 for the rule
of signs.
We also denote in short χ+, χ− the effective chemotactic biases on each side of the origin.⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
χ+ = χS − χN ∈ (−1/2,1/2)
χ− = χS + χN ∈ (0,1)
We denote by [⋅]θ = ∣ ⋅ ∣C0,θ the Ho¨lder semi-norm.
1.6. Existence of travelling waves. We address the existence of travelling wave solu-
tions for the coupled problem (1.1)-(1.2)-(1.3). The wave speed is denoted by c, and the
spatial coordinate in the moving frame is denoted by z = x − ct. We keep the notation f
for some particular solution of (1.1) of the form f(x− ct, v). Travelling waves are solutions
of the following stationary problem in the moving frame,
(1.6)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(v − c)∂zf(z, v) = ∫ T (z, v′ − c)f(z, v′)dν(v′) − T (z, v − c)f(z, v)−c∂zS(z) −DS∂2zS(z) + αS(z) = βρ(z)−c∂zN(z) −DN∂2zN(z) = −γρ(z)N(z)
where the tumbling rate T is given by
(1.7) T (z, v − c) = 1 − χSsign ((v − c)∂zS(z)) − χN sign ((v − c)∂zN(z)) .
Note that we have reduced to λ0 = 1 without loss of generality. Also, we restrict to the
case c ≥ 0 in order to fix the global direction of the wave.
As the measure ν may vary during the analytical procedure, it is fruitful to write a weak
formulation of the first equation in (1.6), so that the role of the measure ν clearly appears.
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Definition 1.1 (Weak formulation). A weak solution f of the first equation in (1.6) is
such that for all test function ϕ ∈ D(R ×R),
(1.8)−∬ (v−c)f(z, v)∂zϕ(z, v)dν(v)dz =∭ T (z, v′−c)f(z, v′) (ϕ(z, v) − ϕ(z, v′)) dν(v′)dν(v)dz
We begin with the existence of stationary clusters, in the absence of nutrient.
Theorem 1.2 (Stationary cluster). Assume χS ∈ (0,1/2), and χN = 0. Under assumption
(A1), there exist symmetric, positive functions (f,S) ∈ (L1 ∩L∞(R × V ))×C2(R) solution
of the stationary wave problem⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v∂xf(x, v) = ∫ T (x, v′)f(x, v′)dν(v′) − T (x, v)f(x, v)−DS∂2xS(x) + αS(x) = βρ(x)
T (x, v) = 1
2
− χSsign (v∂xS(x)) ,
Assume in addition that (A1’) is satisfied. Then, there exists an exponent λ > 0, and a
velocity profile F (v) such that eλzf(z, v) (resp. e−λzf(z, v)) converges exponentially fast
to F (v) as z → +∞ (resp. to F (−v) as z → −∞).
In order to establish our main result, existence of travelling waves driven by consumption
of the nutrient, we need to impose some extra conditions on the parameters. As the
conditions are not simple to state, we refer to the lines of the proof for the details.
The first two conditions are linked with the coupling with S. The first condition (6.5)
writes
(1.9)
c∗ +√(c∗)2 + 4αDS
c∗ +√(c∗)2 + 4αDS + 2DSλ−(c∗) ≤ explicit constant ,
where c∗ is defined implicitly such that
∫{v<c∗} v − c∗T−+ dν(v) + ∫{v>c∗} v − c∗T++ dν(v) = 0 ,
and λ−(c∗) is the smallest positive root of
∫ v − c∗
T−(v − c∗) + λ(v − c∗) dν(v) = 0 .
The second condition (6.6) writes,
(1.10)
−c∗ +√(c∗)2 + 4αDS−c∗ +√(c∗)2 + 4αDS + 2DSλ+(c∗) ≤ explicit constant ,
where c∗ is defined implicitly such that
∫{v<c∗} v − c∗T−− dν(v) + ∫{v>c∗} v − c∗T+− dν(v) = 0 ,
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and λ+(c∗) is the smallest positive root of
∫ v − c∗
T+(v − c∗) − λ(v − c∗) dν(v) = 0 .
(see Sections 3.1 and 6.1 for more details).
The third condition (6.7) is related to the coupling with N . It reads
(1.11) Either χN ≥ χS , or √α/DS + λ+(0)√
α/DS + λ−(0) ≤ explicit constant ,
where λ−(0) and λ+(0) are the smallest positive roots of, respectively,
∫ v
T−(v) + λv dν(v) = 0 , ∫ vT+(v) − λv dν(v) = 0 .
(see Sections 3.1 and 6.2 for more details).
Remark 1.3. There exist parameters that fulfil all conditions (1.9)-(1.10)-(1.11). Con-
dition (1.11) is satisfied if χN ≥ χS (obviously), or if √α/DS ≪ λ+(0) ≪ λ−(0). But,
λ+(0)/λ−(0) → 0 as χN ↗ χS. Conditions (1.9) and (1.10) are both satisfied if √α/DS ≪
λ−(c∗), λ+(c∗), together with DS ≫ c∗/λ−(c∗), c∗/λ+(c∗).
Theorem 1.4 (Travelling wave). Assume (χS , χN) ∈ (0,1/2)×[0,1/2). Under assumption
(A1), and conditions (1.9)-(1.10)-(1.11), there exist a non-negative c, and positive func-
tions (f,S,N) ∈ (L1 ∩L∞(R × V ))× C2(R)× C2(R) solution of the travelling wave problem
(1.6)-(1.7).
Assume in addition that (A1’) is satisfied. Then, there exist two exponents λ± > 0, and
two velocity profiles F±(v) such that eλ+zf(z, v) (resp. e−λ−zf(z, v)) converges exponen-
tially fast to F+(v) as z → +∞ (resp. to F−(v) as z → −∞).
As mentioned above, the discrete case (A2) is not included in Theorem 1.4. Nonetheless,
it will be discussed with lots of details in Section 7.
Counter-examples for both existence and uniqueness of the travelling waves have been
found numerically, based on the analysis performed in Section 7.
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2. Sketch of proof
As the complete proof of Theorem 1.4 is quite technical, the strategy of proof is sketched
below. We begin with the corresponding macroscopic problem, obtained in the diffusion
limit. The latter is by far easier to handle with. This will drive the analysis at the
mesoscopic scale. Then, we draw two main obstacles arising at the mesoscopic scale.
Section 2.2.2 contains the main argument to overcome the first obstacle in full generality.
The second obstacle yields restriction on the parameters, as conditions (1.9)-(1.10)-(1.11).
2.1. Construction of travelling waves at the macroscopic level. The formal dif-
fusion limit of (1.1), derived when the biases χS , χN are small, is given by the following
drift-diffusion/reaction-diffusion coupled system [27],
(2.1)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂tρ −Dρ∂2xρ + ∂x (ρ (χSsign (∂xS) + χN sign (∂xN))) = 0
∂tS −DS∂2xS + αS = βρ
∂tN −DN∂2xN = −γρN
Let recall the existence and uniqueness of one-dimensional solitary waves.
Theorem 2.1 ([27]). There exist a speed c > 0, and two positive values N− < N+, such that
the system (2.1) admits travelling wave solutions (ρ(z − ct), S(z − ct),N(z − ct)) with the
following boundary conditions:
lim∣z∣→∞ρ = lim∣z∣→∞S = 0 , limz→−∞N = N− < N+ = limz→+∞N .
Assume in addition that ∂zS changes sign only once, and that ∂zN is positive everywhere.
Then, the speed c > 0 is uniquely determined by the following implicit relation,
(2.2) χN − c = χS c√
c2 + 4αDS .
Remark 2.2. We believe that there cannot exist travelling waves for which ∂zS (or ∂zN)
changes sign several times. Alternatively speaking, we conjecture that uniqueness holds true
in Theorem 2.1 without extra conditions, up to standard transformations (multiplication by
a constant factor, translation, symmetry).
It is instructive to recall the proof of Theorem 2.1, as it will guide the proof of Theorem
1.4. The former is based on explicit computations. However, this will no longer be the
case at the mesoscopic level.
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Proof. Firstly, system (2.1) is written in the moving frame z = z−ct. We keep the notations
ρ,S,N for the unknown functions.
(2.3)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−c∂zρ −Dρ∂2zρ + ∂z (ρ (χSsign (∂zS) + χN sign (∂zN))) = 0−c∂zS −DS∂2zS + αS = βρ−c∂zN −DN∂2zN = −γρN
The starting point consists in assuming that the communication signal S reaches a unique
maximum, say at z = 0, and that the nutrient N is increasing. The validation of this ansatz
a posteriori, will set the equation for c (2.2).
This ansatz determines the sign of the chemical gradients. It enables to decouple the
drift-diffusion equation from the reaction-diffusion system in (2.3). Accordingly, the cell
density ρ is solution of the following equation,−c∂zρ −Dρ∂2zρ + ∂z (ρ (χSsign (−z) + χN)) = 0 .
The density profile is explicitly given as a combination of two exponential distributions,
(2.4)
ρ(z) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
exp(−c + χS + χN
Dρ
z) for z < 0, i.e. both signals are attractive,
exp(−c − χS + χN
Dρ
z) for z > 0, i.e. the signals have opposite contributions.
We denote λ−(c) = (−c + χS + χN)/Dρ, and λ+(c) = −(−c − χS + χN)/Dρ the exponents on
both sides. We impose positivity of both exponents, λ−(c), λ+(c) > 0.
In a second step, the concentration S is computed through the elliptic equation,
(2.5) − c∂zS −DS∂2zS + αS = βρ .
The solution is given by S = S ∗ (βρ), where S is the Green function associated with the
elliptic operator −c∂z −DS∂2z + α. We have
S(z) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
S0 exp⎛⎝−c +
√
c2 + 4αDS
2DS
z
⎞⎠ for z < 0,
S0 exp⎛⎝−c −
√
c2 + 4αDS
2DS
z
⎞⎠ for z > 0.
The exact value of the normalization factor S0 does not matter here. We introduce µ−(c) =(−c +√c2 + 4αDS) /(2DS), and µ+(c) = (c +√c2 + 4αDS) /(2DS) the exponents on both
sides.
On the other hand, according to the general result stated in Proposition 5.1 below,
the monotonicity of S is basic, i.e. first increasing, then decreasing, just because ρ is so.
However, the change of monotonicity is not necessarily located at z = 0, as in the initial
ansatz.
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The quantity ∂zS(0) enables to locate the maximum of S. If ∂zS(0) > 0, then S reaches
its maximum for z > 0, whereas if ∂zS(0) < 0, then S reaches its maximum for z < 0.
According to the previous ansatz, the maximum of S must be located at z = 0.
Consequently, we need to compute the value of ∂zS(0), denoted by Υ(c), in order to
validate the initial ansatz. We have,
Υ(c) = ∂zS(0) = β ∫
R
∂zS(−z)ρ(z)dz
= βS0 (∫
z<0 −µ+(c)eµ+(c)zeλ−(c)z dz + ∫z>0 µ−(c)e−µ−(c)ze−λ+(c)z dz)= βS0 (− µ+(c)
µ+(c) + λ−(c) + µ−(c)µ−(c) + λ+(c))
= βS0 (− 1
1 + λ−(c)/µ+(c) + 11 + λ+(c)/µ−(c)) .
It is immediate to see that the function Υ is decreasing with respect to c, as the ratio λ−/µ+
is decreasing (λ− is decreasing, whereas µ+ is increasing), and the ratio λ+/µ− is increasing
(λ+ is increasing, whereas µ− is decreasing). Analysis of the extremal behaviours reveal that
there is indeed a unique root c of Υ. Moreover, it belongs to the interval (0, χN). Indeed,
we have µ−(0) = µ+(0) = 2√αDS , but λ−(0) = (χS + χN)/Dρ > λ+(0) = (χS − χN)/Dρ.
Therefore, Υ(0) > 0. On the other hand, we have Υ(χN) < 0, since λ−(χN) = λ+(χN) =
χS/Dρ, whereas µ−(χN) < µ+(χN).
Finally, notice that the dispersion relation Υ(c) = 0 simply reads
λ+(c)µ+(c) = λ−(c)µ−(c) ,
which is equivalent to (2.2). 
2.2. Main obstacles at the mesoscopic level. When trying to mimic the previous proof
at the mesoscopic level, several difficulties arise. Some are technical, and dedicated tools
from kinetic theory can overcome them (e.g. averaging lemma). However, at least two
main obstacles require much more work. We describe them below. The first obstacle can
be resolved in full generality. However, the second obstacle requires additional conditions
on the parameter. This is the main reason why Theorem 1.4 is more restrictive than its
macroscopic version Theorem 2.1.
2.2.1. Non monotonicity of the mesoscopic density f(z, v) with respect to z. As emphasized
in Section 2.1, the construction of travelling waves for the macroscopic problem relies on
the fact that ∂zS changes sign exactly once. To summarize, it is consistent to assume that
∂zS changes sign exactly once, say at z = 0 w.l.o.g. Then, explicit computations prove that
ρ reaches its maximum value at the same location. It is an immediate consequence that S,
being solution of the elliptic problem (2.5) with ρ as a source term, has a unique critical
value, corresponding to a maximum for S. However, this might not coincide with z = 0. In
fact, there is a unique c such that the maximum of S is located at z = 0.
We follow the same approach at the mesoscopic level. We freeze S and N , simply
assuming the same monotonicity conditions as above. Then, we solve f in the first line
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Figure 3. Overshoot phenomenon. Here, V = (−1,1) with uniform measure ν,
χS = 0.48 and χN = 0. (Left) Shape of the spatial profile z ↦ f(z, v) for two
different values of v: large velocity (v = vmax; blue line) and intermediate velocity
(v = vmax/2; red line). Clearly, the maximum with respect to z is shifted to the
right of the origin, so that ∂zf(z, v) has no sign for z > 0. In fact, this can happen
for large velocity only, and compensations in the integral are sufficient to give a
constant sign to ∂zρ. (Right) To decipher the compensations, it is necessary to
unravel the shape of velocity profiles. Four examples are shown, for increasing
values of z (profiles are normalized to have value 1 at v = 0). Although the shape is
simple for negative velocity, positive velocities exhibit a non monotonic transition
for z close to the origin (blue line) to large z (magenta line). It is an analytical
challenge to understand this transition. This is the purpose of Section 4.
of system (1.6), and we deduce the spatial density ρ = ∫ f dν. At this stage, however,
it is not immediately clear that S, being solution of the same elliptic problem (2.5) with
ρ as a source term, has a unique critical value. This would hold true provided ρ has
basic monotonicity (increasing, then decreasing), as in the macroscopic case. In fact, such
monotonicity would be an equivalent requirement, without any extra condition on DS and
α, since the Green function S converges to a Dirac mass for c = 0 and √α/DS → +∞.
The first major problem can be rephrased as follows:
Let f(z, v) be the density obtained from the first equation in system (1.6)
under the hypotheses that ∂zS changes sign at z = 0 only, and ∂zN is
positive. Prove that ρ(z) = ∫ f(z, v)dν(v) is increasing for z < 0, and
decreasing for z > 0.
Obviously, the monotonicity of ρ, say dρdz (z) < 0 for all z > 0, would follow from the
monotonicity of f , if we were able to show that ∂f∂z (z, v) < 0 for all z > 0, and all v ∈ V .
However, the latter is not expected to hold true in full generality, as can be seen on
numerical simulations for χS large, χN = 0, and accordingly c = 0 (see Figure 3). Therefore,
the monotonicity of ρ(z) = ∫ f(z, v)dν(v) for z > 0 can only result from compensations
when integrating with respect to velocity.
Our problem can be recast as follows,
Let f(z, v) be the density obtained from the first equation in system (1.6)
under the hypotheses that ∂zS changes sign at z = 0 only, and ∂zN is
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positive. Describe the velocity profiles in order to show that compensations
yield the appropriate monotonicity for ρ when integrating with respect to
velocity.
It turns out that such compensations always occur, with no additional condition on the
parameters. We are able to prove that inappropriate monotonicity of f may arise for large
positive velocities (for z > 0). However, it is compensated by small positive velocities.
Moreover, negative velocities contribute with the appropriate sign. We shall decipher
velocity profiles in order to capture these compensations.
2.2.2. Non monotonicity of the location of the maximal value of S with respect to c. The
conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is facilitated both by the monotonicity of Υ, and
by the unambiguous extremal behaviours (Υ(0) > 0, Υ(χN) < 0).
It turns out that, none of these two facts is generally true at the mesoscopic level. The
corresponding function Υ(c) may vary in a non monotonic way, so that it crosses Υ = 0
several times. This clearly prevents uniqueness of the speed c.
On the other hand, there exists a range of parameters for which Υ(0) < 0, and Υ(c∗) < 0,
where c∗ is the maximal admissible value for c. Furthermore, Υ(c) < 0 for all admissible
values of c. This prevents existence of travelling waves in our framework.
This justifies a posteriori the additional conditions on parameters (1.9)-(1.10)-(1.11). We
did our best to make all these conditions quantitative in the course of analysis. However,
we believe that existence and uniqueness hold for a much larger class of parameters.
2.3. Strategy of proof. Here, we sketch briefly the argument for resolving the first issue
raised in Section 2.2.1.
We use a kind of homotopy argument, by deforming the measure ν. If ν is a symmetric
combination of two Dirac masses, this is the two velocity case, which is very similar to
the macroscopic problem, for which monotonicity is straightforward, see (2.4). When the
support of ν is concentrated around two symmetric velocities, it is not difficult to prove
that monotonicity still holds true.
As ν changes continuously, we establish that ρ cannot change monotonicity. There is
some subtlety here because ρ does not appear in the kinetic equation in (1.6). The natural
macroscopic quantity to look at is indeed the density of tumbling events per unit time,
namely
(2.6) I(z) = ∫ T (z, v − c)f(z, v)dν(v) ,
so that the first line in (1.6) can be rewritten as
(2.7) (v − c)∂zf(z, v) = I(z) − T (z, v − c)f(z, v) .
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The function f can be reconstructed entirely from I by the Duhamel formulation along
characteristics lines, for z > 0:
(2.8)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀v < c) f−+ (z, v) = ∫ +∞
0
I+(z − s(v − c)) exp(−T−+ s)ds
(∀v > c) f++ (z, v) = (∫ +∞
0
I−(−s(v − c)) exp(−T+− s)ds) exp(−T++ zv − c)+∫ zv−c
0
I+(z − s(v − c)) exp(−T++ s)ds
and similarly for z < 0.
The integral quantity I (2.6) is a combination of the integral over {v < c}, and the
integral over {v > c}, with different weights (1 ± χS ± χN , see Figure 4). Accordingly, we
focus on the quantities
ρ+(z) = ∫{v<c} f(z, v)dν(v) , ρ−(z) = ∫{v<c} f(z, v)dν(v) ,
because they are common to both ρ and I, according to the following rules⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ρ = ρ− + ρ+
I = T−ρ− + T +ρ+ .
The key point is to establish the following enhancement of monotonicity:
Assume that both ρ+ and ρ− satisfy⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dρ+
dz
(z) ≥ 0 (resp. ≤ 0) for z < 0 (resp. for z > 0)
dρ−
dz
(z) ≥ 0 (resp. ≤ 0) for z < 0 (resp. for z > 0)
Then inequalities in the large are in fact strict inequalities. Therefore, ρ+
and ρ− necessarily keep the same monotonicity as the measure ν varies
continuously.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, it is mandatory to understand compensations through
the refined description of velocity profiles. The argument goes as follows, say for z > 0.
Assume that both ρ++ and ρ−+ are non-increasing functions. We deduce from the Duhamel
formula (2.8) that T−+ f−+ (z, v) < I+(z) for v < c. Therefore,
dρ−+
dz
(z) = ∫{v>c} 1v − c (I+(z) − T−+ f−+ (z, v)) dν(v) < 0 .
On the other hand, we have
(2.9)
dρ++
dz
(z) = ∫{v<c} 1v − c (I+(z) − T ++ f++ (z, v)) dν(v) .
The quantity I+ − T++ f++ has no sign in general, but we are able to prove that, whenever it
has the inappropriate sign (here, positive), this can happen for large velocities only. Due
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to the decreasing weight (v − c)−1 in the integral formula (2.9), the following deduction
holds true, ∫{v>c} (I+(z) − T++ f++ (z, v)) dν(v) < 0 ⇒ dρ++dz (z) < 0 ,
On the other hand, we deduce from the very definition of I (2.6) that
∫{v>c} (I+(z) − T++ f++ (z, v)) dν(v) = −∫{v<c} (I+(z) − T−+ f−+ (z, v)) dν(v) .
The latter quantity is negative because T−+ f−+ (z, v) < I+(z) for v < c. QED
Of course, there is some additional work to ensure that monotonicity is indeed the
appropriate one for large z, in order to get enough compactness in the argument. Also,
regularity of the macroscopic quantities is required in order to justify the use of differential
calculus.
3. Preliminary results
In this section, we make the following a priori hypotheses which enable to decouple
system (1.6):
(3.1)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
c is given in a suitable interval (c∗, c∗), defined in (3.8)-(3.12) ,(∀z < 0) ∂zS(z) > 0, and (∀z > 0) ∂zS(z) < 0 ,(∀z) ∂zN(z) > 0
Accordingly, we are reduced to examine the following linear equation,
(3.2) (v − c)∂zf(z, v) = ∫ T (z, v′ − c)f(z, v′)dν(v′) − T (z, v − c)f(z, v) ,
where T (z, v−c) = T±± = 1±χS ±χN , with the sign convention as follows (see also Figure 4),
(3.3)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
T−− = 1 + χS + χN , T +− = 1 − χS − χN (both signals are attractive),
T−+ = 1 − χS + χN , T ++ = 1 + χS − χN (signals have opposite contributions).
3.1. Solution of the uncoupled problem. Throughout this section, we assume that
(A1)+(A1’) is satisfied. We shall make clear why we need uniform boundedness from below
on the support of ν. Assumption (A1’) will be removed later on by some approximation
procedure, at the expense of missing the refined asymptotic description of the solution as∣z∣→∞.
We proceed as in [10], where the existence of a stationary density solution to (3.2) is
established in the case χN = 0, and accordingly c = 0. Here, this result is extended to the
asymmetric case χN > 0, and c ≠ 0. We also refer to a more recent work [23] that extends
this confinement result to the higher dimensional case.
Theorem 3.1 (Exponential confinement by biased velocity-jump processes). Let c ∈ (c∗, c∗).
Assume (χS , χN) ∈ (0,1/2) × [0,1/2). Assume that (A1) + (A1’) is satisfied. There ex-
ists a density f ∈ L1+ ∩ L∞(R × V ) solution of (3.2). Moreover, there exist two exponents
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Figure 4. Expression of the tumbling kernel T ±± depending on the signs of z and
v−c. The expected profiles of S and N are plotted in order to get the correct value
of T ±± at a glance. Note the dependency with respect to c, as some signs change
relatively to v − c from bottom to top of the (z, v) plane.
λ± > 0, and two velocity profiles F±(v) such that eλ+zf(z, v) (resp. e−λ−zf(z, v)) converges
exponentially fast to F+(v) as z → +∞ (resp. to F−(v) as z → −∞).
The extremal values c∗ and c∗ are defined precisely during the course of the proof (3.8)-
(3.12). The condition c > c∗ guarantees that λ+(c) > 0. On the other hand, c < c∗ if, and
only if, λ−(c) > 0. For values of c outside (c∗, c∗), the solution does not decay exponentially,
either on the left, or on the right side (see Figure 5).
Proof. As stated in the Theorem, we restrict here to the continuous setting, under As-
sumptions (A1) + (A1’). The case of discrete velocities (A2) can be solved directly by a
finite dimensional approach based on Case’s normal modes, see Section 7.1.
Step #1. Identification of the asymptotic profiles. We make the following ansatz
for large (positive) z,
f(z, v) ∼ e−λ+zF+(v) as z → +∞ ,
where
(3.4) F+(v) = 1
T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c) ,
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Figure 5. Flatness. (Left) Macroscopic density profile as c get close to c∗: the
rate of exponential decay λ+(c) vanishes, so that the profile get flat on the right
side. (Right) Idem as c get close to c∗, so that λ−(c) vanishes.
and λ+ > 0 is characterized by the following relation,
(3.5) ∫ T+(v − c)
T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c) dν(v) = 1 ⇔ ∫ v − cT+(v − c) − λ+(v − c) dν(v) = 0 .
The latter relation determines a unique positive λ+, under the restriction that F+ ≥ 0 on
the support of ν, provided that the mean algebraic run length is negative in the moving
frame, i.e.
(3.6) ∫ v − c
T+(v − c) dν(v) < 0 .
Indeed, the function
Q+(λ) = ∫ v − c
T+(v − c) − λ(v − c) dν(v) ,
is continuous, and increasing. Moreover, as ω is bounded below on V , it diverges to +∞
when λ attains the maximal possible value ensuring F+ ≥ 0, i.e. λ→ T+(v0−c)v0−c = T++v0−c (recall
that v0 is the maximal velocity). Moreover, the value at λ = 0 coincides with the mean
algebraic run length (3.6).
Remark 3.2 (About the additional condition (A1’) on ν). If ω vanishes on the boundary
of V , say at v0, then it may happen that Q+ converges to a finite negative value, as λ
converges to
T++
v0−c . Then, the formal ansatz for the velocity profile (3.4) must be corrected
with a Dirac mass, as follows,
(3.7) f(z, v)dν(v) ≈ e−λ+z ⎛⎜⎝ ω(v)T+(v − c) − T++v0−c(v − c)dv +$0δ(v − v0)
⎞⎟⎠ ,
where $0 > 0 is defined so as to compensate the negativeness of the integral, namely (3.5)
rewrites as, ∫ T+(v − c)
T+(v − c) − T++v0−c(v − c)ω(v)dv +$0 = 1 .
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We refer to [8], where a similar issue was identified and resolved, in the large deviations
asymptotic of a basic kinetic model, namely the BGK equation.
Noticeably, the asymptotic profile proposed in the formal ansatz (3.7) is not a bounded
function. This is clearly an obstacle in using the approach developed below, which requires
uniform boundedness of F+. To overcome this issue, we shall derive uniform estimates for
f at further stage, independently of any bound on F+ from above, see Section 3.2.
On the other hand, condition (3.6) determines a minimal admissible value c∗ ∈ V for c.
More precisely, c∗ is defined as the critical speed such that the mean algebraic run length
vanishes,
(3.8) ∫ v − c∗
T+(v − c∗) dν(v) = 0 .
To see this, let introduce the function R, defined as follows,
(3.9) R(c) = ∫ v − c
T+(v − c) dν(v) .
It is continuous and decreasing with respect to c. Indeed, in the case (A1), the derivative
writes
dR
dc
(c) = ∫ −1
T+(v − c) dν(v) + 2χ+∫ v − cT+(v − c)2 δ(v − c)dν(v) .
The last contribution is written formally. However, it can be shown that it vanishes by
approximation of the Dirac mass via mollifiers, provided that ω ∈ Lp for p > 1(1).
By examining the limiting cases, we deduce that there is a unique c∗ ∈ V such that
R(c∗) = 0. Notice that the sign of c∗ is the same as the sign of R(0), which is the same as
the sign of χN − χS by symmetry of ν:
(3.10) R(0) = ∫{v<0} vT−+ dν(v) + ∫{v>0} vT++ dν(v) = ∫{v>0} v ( −χS + χN1 − (χS − χN)2) dν(v) .
We make a similar ansatz for large (negative) z,
f(z, v) ∼ eλ−zF−(v) as z → −∞ ,
where
F−(v) = 1
T−(v) + λ−(v − c) ,
The rate of exponential decay λ− > 0 is uniquely determined by the following relation,
∫ T−(v − c)
T−(v) + λ−(v − c) dν(v) = 1 ⇔ ∫ v − cT−(v) + λ−(v − c) dν(v) = 0 ,
1Take ηε = ε−1η(ε−1⋅) an approximation of the Dirac mass, then
∫ (v − c)ηε(v − c)ω(v)dν(v) ≤ ∥(v − c)ηε(v − c)∥p′∥ω∥p = O (ε1−1/p) .
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provided that the mean algebraic run length is positive in the moving frame, i.e.
(3.11) ∫ v − c
T−(v − c) dν(v) > 0 .
Again, this determines a maximal admissible value c∗ ∈ (0,v0), because the mean algebraic
run length is positive for c = 0, and the dependency with respect to c is Lipschitz continuous
and decreasing. More precisely, it is defined as
(3.12) ∫ v − c∗
T−(v − c∗) dν(v) = 0 .
Notice that F±, λ± both depend on c. For the sake of clarity, we may omit this dependency
in the notation. From now on, we assume that the speed c belongs to the interval c ∈ (c∗, c∗),
and we keep in mind the extremal behaviours,
lim
c→c∗ λ+(c) = 0 , limc→c∗ λ−(c) = 0 .
Alternatively speaking, the spatial density becomes flat on the far right side as the speed
c decreases to c∗, whereas it becomes spatially flat on the far left side as it increases to c∗
(see Figure 5). This property will play a crucial role in the last step of the proof, when
determining the speed c for the coupled problem.
Step #2. Connection with the Milne problem. One key observation is that the
function u+(z, v) = eλ+z(F+(v))−1f(z, v) verifies a kinetic equation on the half space R+×V ,
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which satisfies the maximum principle,
(3.13) (v − c)∂zu+(z, v) = ∫ T+(v′ − c)F+(v′)
F+(v) (u+(z, v′)−u+(z, v))dν(v′) , z > 0 , v ∈ V .
However, we have no idea yet about the incoming data, i.e. the inward velocity profile at
z = 0: (u++(0, v)){v>c}. For the ”boundary value” at z = +∞, we only impose boundedness
of u+. This prescribes uniquely u+ as a solution of the so-called Milne problem in radiative
transfer theory [5]: being given the inward velocity profile ϕ++(v) = F+(v)u++(0, v) for v > c,
there exists a unique u+ ∈ L∞(R+ × V ), such that⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(v − c)∂zu+(z, v) = ∫ T+(v′ − c)F+(v′)
F+(v) (u+(z, v′) − u+(z, v))dν(v′) , z > 0 , v ∈ V
u++(0, v) = (F+(v))−1ϕ++(v) , v > c .
Moreover, we deduce the following bound from the maximum principle (see [10] for details),∥u+∥L∞(R+×V ) ≤ ∥u++(0, ⋅)∥L∞({v>c}) .
We apply the same construction for negative z. We define accordingly L∞ ∋ u−(z, v) =
e−λ−z(F−(v))−1f(z, v), which solves a similar problem,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(v − c)∂zu−(z, v) = ∫ T−(v′ − c)F−(v′)
F−(v) (u−(z, v′) − u−(z, v))dν(v′) , z < 0 , v ∈ V
u−−(0, v) = (F−(v))−1ϕ−−(v) , v < c ,
together with the matching inward velocity profile, i.e.(∀v < c) ϕ−−(v) = ϕ−+(v) = F+(v)u−+(0, v) .
We refer to Figure 6 for a sketch of the construction of both u+ and u− starting at z = 0
with boundedness reflection at ∞ on both sides.
Step #3. A fixed point argument. We define the linear map B ∶ C0(V ∩ {v > c}) →C0(V ∩ {v > c}) as follows,(∀v > c) (Bϕ++) (v) = F−(v)u+−(0, v) ,
so as being a fixed point is equivalent to closing the loop ϕ++ ↦ ϕ−+ = ϕ−− ↦ ϕ+− = ϕ++, see
Figure 6.
Compactness is required in order to apply the Krein-Rutman theorem. It can be deduced
from classical averaging lemma, since the outward velocity profile is given by
(3.14) u−+(0, v) = ∫ +∞
0
e−tJ+(−tF+(v)(v − c))dt , v < c ,
where the macroscopic quantity J+ is defined as,
J+(z) = ∫ T+(v − c)F+(v)u+(z, v)dν(v) = eλ+zI+(z) , z > 0 .
One-dimensional averaging lemma [5] guarantees that A+(z) has Ho¨lder regularity (see also
the proof of Proposition 3.3#2).
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As a consequence, (u+(0, v)){v<c} has Ho¨lder regularity too. Alternatively speaking,
negative velocities at z = 0 necessarily emerge after some tumbling event, for which regu-
larization occurs via velocity averaging. Similarly, u+−(0, v) has Ho¨lder regularity on {v > c}.
Hence B is a compact map. On the other hand, positivity is an immediate consequence of
the Duhamel formula (3.14).
Applying the Krein-Rutman theorem, there exists a velocity profile ϕ++, associated with a
dominant eigenvalue Λ such that Bϕ++ = Λϕ++. We deduce that Λ = 1 from the conservation
laws
(3.15)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂z (∫ (v − c)f+(z, v)dν(v)) = 0 ⇒ ∫ (v − c)f+(z, v)dν(v) = 0
∂z (∫ (v − c)f−(z, v)dν(v)) = 0 ⇒ ∫ (v − c)f−(z, v)dν(v) = 0 .
Indeed, we have
∫{v<c}(v − c)ϕ++(v)dν(v) = −∫{v<c}(v − c)ϕ−+(v)(v)dν(v) = −∫{v<c}(v − c)ϕ−−(v)(v)dν(v)= ∫{v<c}(v − c)ϕ+−(v)dν(v) = ∫{v<c}(v − c) (Bϕ++) (v)dν(v)= Λ∫{v<c}(v − c)ϕ++(v)dν(v) .
Step #4. Refined asymptotic behaviour as ∣z∣ → ∞. The zero rate of decay λ = 0
is a trivial solution of the l.h.s. of (3.5). It corresponds to a flat mode which is excluded
to ensure integrability of f . It comes with the conservation of flux (3.15). Besides, the
non trivial, positive root λ+ comes with another conservation law. By multiplying (3.13)
against (v − c)F+(v)2, we obtain
∂z (∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2u+(z, v)dν(v))
= (∫ T+(v′ − c)F+(v′)u+(z, v′)dν(v′))(∫ vF+(v)dν(v))
− (∫ T+(v′ − c)F+(v′)dν(v′))(∫ (v − c)F+(v)u+(z, v)dν(v))= 0 ,
since ∫ (v−c)F+(v)dν(v) = 0, and ∫ (v−c)F+(v)u+(z, v)dν(v) = eλ+z ∫ (v−c)f+(z, v)dν(v) =
0. We define accordingly κ+ > 0 such that
(3.16) (∀z > 0) ∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2(u+(z, v) − κ+)dν(v) = 0 .
Then, it is possible to prove exponential decay towards the asymptotic profile as z → +∞
using second order entropy method with respect to the space variable. In fact, the two
auxiliary quantities
E0(z) = ∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 (u+(z, v) − κ+)2 dν(v) ,
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and
E1(z) = ∫ (v − c)T+(v)F+(v)2 (u+(z, v) − κ+)2 dν(v) ,
satisfy the following system of (in)equalities,
(3.17)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dE0
dz
(z) = 2λ+E0(z) − 2E1(z)
dE1
dz
(z) ≤ −2κE0(z) ,
where
κ+ = (inf
v∈V T+(v − c)(v − c)2F+(v))
2 (∫ (v − c)2(F+(v))2 dν(v)) .
We refer to [10] for further details. The system (3.17) can be turned into the following
second-order damped differential inequality,
−1
2
d2E0
dz2
(z) + λ+dE0
dz
(z) + 2κ+E0(z) ≤ 0 .
Using the ”boundary condition” E0 ∈ L∞, we deduce that there exists a constant C de-
pending on E0(0), dE0dz (0), λ+ and κ+, such that,
E0(z) ≤ Ce−ϑ+z , where ϑ+ is the positive root of 1
2
ϑ2+ + λ+ϑ+ − 2κ+ = 0 .
As a conclusion, we have obtained the following weighted L2 estimate,
(3.18) (∀z > 0) ∥ f+(z, v)
e−λ+zF+(v) − κ+∥L2((v−c)2F+(v)2dν(v)) ≤ Ce−ϑ+z .
Intuitively, ϑ+ > 0 is an estimate of the spectral gap in the spatial decay. Loosely speaking,
we have,
f+(z, v) = κ+e−λ+zF+(v) +O (e−(λ++ϑ+)z) .
A similar estimate holds true for z < 0. 
3.2. Regularity (uniform with respect to ω0). We investigate the regularity of the
macroscopic quantity
I(z) = ∫ T (z, v − c)f(z, v)dν(v) ,
from which the solution can be reconstructed entirely by the Duhamel formulation along
characteristics lines (2.8).
In brief, we obtain that all quantities are smooth expect possibly at z = 0, and at v = c.
More precisely, assuming that c ∈ IntV , the following properties hold true:● f is continuous with respect to z ∈ R, for all v ∈ V ,
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● f is discontinuous at v = c. This is a consequence of the discontinuity of T . In-
deed, we can deduce from (2.7) that T++ f++ (z, c+) = I+(z) for z > 0, and also that
T−+ f−+ (z, c−) = I+(z) (see Figure 3). Thus, f+ is discontinuous at v = c for z > 0,
because T−+ ≠ T ++ , except in the special case χS = χN . It is always discontinuous at
v = c for z < 0.● the spatial density ρ is smooth on both sides of the origin. Noticeably, dρdz may have
a logarithmic singularity at the origin. This singularity plays some important role
in the analysis.
Proposition 3.3. Assume that f is normalized to have unit mass (1.5). Then f is uni-
formly bounded, and exponentially decreasing as ∣z∣ → ∞. Moreover, these two estimates
are uniform with respect to ω0, the lower bound on ω.
Proof. We develop a bootstrap argument, focusing on the regularity of I. The first imme-
diate observation is that I ∈ L1, more precisely ∥I∥L1 ≤ (maxT )∥f∥L1 .
Step #1. I is uniformly bounded. We start from the self-convolution structure of I.
Indeed, we deduce from (2.8) that we have for z > 0,
(3.19) ρ−+(z) = ∫ 0−∞ I+(z − y)(∫{v<c} exp(T−+ y∣v − c∣) ω(v)∣v − c∣ dv) dy .
On the other hand, we have
(3.20) ρ++(z) = ∫{v>c} (∫ 0−∞ I−(y) exp(T+− yv − c) dy) exp(−T ++ zv − c) ω(v)v − c dv
+ ∫ z
0
I+(z − y)(∫{v<c} exp(−T ++ yv − c) ω(v)v − c dv) dy .
We define accordingly the two auxiliary functions⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀y < 0) G−(y) = ∫{v<c} exp(T−+ y∣v − c∣) ω(v)∣v − c∣ dv
(∀y > 0) G+(y) = ∫{v>c} exp(−T++ yv − c) ω(v)v − c dv
Lemma 3.4. Let p ∈ (1,∞) such that ω ∈ Lp (A1). Then there exist positive constants C
and ς such that ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(∀y ∈ (0,1)) G±(∣y∣) ≤ C ∣y∣−1/p(∀y ∈ (1,+∞)) G±(∣y∣) ≤ C exp(−ς ∣y∣) .
Remark 3.5. In the case p =∞, the first item should be replaced with a logarithmic growth,
i.e. G±(y) ≤ C log(1/∣y∣).
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Proof. We deduce from the Ho¨lder inequality that,
G−(∣y∣) ≤ (∫ c−v0 exp(−p′T−+ ∣y∣∣v − c∣) 1∣v − c∣p′ dv)
1/p′ ∥ω∥p
≤ ∣y∣1/p′−1 (∫ +∞
y/(c+v0) exp (−p′T−+ s) sp′−2 ds)1/p
′ ∥ω∥p .
In the case p <∞, i.e. p′ − 2 > −1, we clearly have G−(∣y∣) ≤ C ∣y∣−1/p∥ω∥p everywhere since
the first integral is convergent as y → 0. We get immediately exponential decay for some
absolute ς > 0 for large y, say ς = (1/2)T−+ /(c + v0). In the case p =∞, then the integral is
not convergent as y → 0, but is equivalent to C log(1/∣y∣) for some constant C.
Similar estimates hold true for G+. 
Lemma 3.4 is useful because it enables to reformulate (3.19)–(3.20) as follows
ρ−+(z) = ∫ 0−∞ I+(z − y)G−(y)dy ,
with G− ∈ Lq for 1 ≤ q < p. Similarly, we have
ρ++(z) = ∫{v>c} (∫ 0−∞ I−(y) exp(T+− yv − c) dy) exp(−T++ zv − c) ω(v)v − c dv+ ∫ z
0
I+(z − y)G+(y)dy .
Fix 1 < q < p to be chosen later. The first iteration of the bootstrap argument yields∥ρ−+∥Lq ≤ ∥I+∥L1∥G−∥Lq ,
and also ∥ρ++∥Lq ≤ ∥I−∥L1∥G+∥Lq + ∥I+∥L1∥G+∥Lq ,
where we have simply used exp (T+− yv−c) ≤ 1 in the first contribution.
Similar estimates hold true on the negative side, for ρ±−. Thus, we can prove that
I± = T−± ρ−± + T+± ρ+± belongs to Lq.
Then, we proceed recursively, in order to gain integrability in a finite number of itera-
tions. We get immediately the following recurrence formula,
(3.21) ∥ρ−+∥Lrn+1 ≤ ∥I+∥Lrn ∥G−∥Lq , 1rn+1 = 1rn − 1q′ .
The analogous one for ρ++ requires one more argument because the transfer term from
negative to positive side is not of convolution type. Indeed, we have
∫ 0−∞ I−(y) exp(T+− yv − c) dy ≤ ∥I−∥Lr (∫ 0−∞ exp(r′T +− yv − c) dy)1/r
′
≤ C∥I−∥Lr(v − c)1/r′ .
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Now, back to the proof of Lemma 3.4, we realize that
(3.22) ∫{v>c}(v − c)1/r′ exp(−T++ zv − c) ω(v)v − c dv
≤ z1/r′−1+1/p′ (∫ +∞
z/(v0−c) exp (−p′T++ s) s(−p′/r′+p′−1)−1 ds)1/p
′ ∥ω∥p ,
where we impose the constraint 1/r′ − 1+ 1/p′ < 0, to ensure −p′/r′ + p′ − 1 > 0. We deduce,
∥ρ++∥Lrn+1 ≤ ∥I−∥Lrn ∥∫{v>c}(v − c)1/rn′ exp(−T++ zv − c) ω(v)v − c dv∥Lrn+1 + ∥I+∥Lrn ∥G+∥Lq
(3.23)
≤ C∥I−∥Lrn + ∥I+∥Lrn ∥G+∥Lq ,
provided that the following condition is fulfilled,
rn+1 ( 1
r′n − 1 + 1p′) > −1 ⇔ 1rn+1 − 1rn + 1p′ > 0 ,
to get integrability of the first contribution in the r.h.s. of (3.23). This last inequality
holds true when (rn) satisfies the recurrence relation (3.21), because q < p.
Now, choose 1 < q < p such that q′ = N is the smallest integer larger than p′. Then
the recurrence relation on (rn) (3.21), with the initial condition r0 = 1, guarantees that
1/rN = 0, i.e. rN =∞. In fact, the last step of the iteration should be done with caution.
At the N − 1 step, we have obtained I± ∈ LN . Young’s inequality still holds, namely∥ρ−+∥∞ ≤ ∥I+∥LN ∥G−∥LN/(N−1) (it is simply Ho¨lder’s inequality here). However, the estimate
(3.22) becomes
∫{v>c}(v − c)1−1/N exp(−T++ zv − c) ω(v)v − c dv ≤ (∫{v>c}(v − c)−p′/N dv)1/p
′ ∥ω∥p .
The last contribution is bounded since N > p′. This procedure enables to bootstrap from
L1 to L∞ in a finite number of iterations, provided p > 1.
As a corollary, we get that f is uniformly bounded too. This is a direct consequence of
the Duhamel formulation (2.8),
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∥f−+ ∥∞ ≤ ∥I+∥∞T−+ ,∥f++ ∥∞ ≤ ∥I−∥∞T+− + ∥I+∥∞T++ .
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Step #2. I is Ho¨lder continuous. We apply one-dimensional averaging lemma [17].
For z, z′ > 0, we have
I+(z) − I+(z′) = (∫∣v−c∣<δ/2 +∫∣v−c∣>δ/2)T+(v − c) (f+(z, v) − f+(z′, v))ω(v)dv
≤ 2(maxT )∥f+∥∞δ1/p′∥ω∥p + (maxT )(∫∣v−c∣>δ/2 ω(v)∣v − c∣ dv)∥(v − c)∂zf+∥∞∣z − z′∣≤ 2(maxT )∥f+∥∞δ1/p′∥ω∥p + 2(maxT )2∥f+∥∞Cδ1/p′−1∥ω∥p∣z − z′∣ .
By choosing δ = C(maxT )∣z − z′∣, we obtain
(3.24) I+(z) − I+(z′) ≤ C∥f+∥∞∥ω∥p∣z − z′∣1/p′ .
Note that in the case p =∞ (p′ = 1), we cannot get any Lipschitz estimate, but there is a
logarithmic correction. However, this is not important for the remaining of this work.
Step #3. I is exponentially decaying. Recall that the maximum principle for the
normalized solution u+(z, v) = eλ+z(F+(v))−1f+(z, v) yields the following estimate,
(3.25) ∥u+∥L∞(R+×V ) ≤ ∥(F+(v))−1f+(0, v)∥L∞({v>c}) .
The key point is that, although F+(v) may not be uniformly bounded with respect to ω0
(see Remark 3.2), it happens surely for (F+(v))−1 = T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c). Therefore, u+ is
uniformly bounded. Of course, this does not control all velocities uniformly with respect
to ω0, but this is yet an important information.
Next, we use the additional conservation law (3.16). It reads
∫ (v − c)2F+(v)f+(z, v)dν(v) = e−λ+z ∫ (v − c)2F+(v)f+(0, v)dν(v)(3.26)
≤ Ce−λ+z∥f+∥∞∫ F+(v)dν(v) .
The last quantity is uniformly bounded, because λ+ is defined such as ∫ T+F+ dν = 1 (3.5).
In order to control the exponential decay of I+ from (3.26), it remains to control small
relative velocities, i.e. ∣v − c∣ ≪ 1. But this is guaranteed by the pointwise estimate (3.25)
which reads as follows,
(3.27) f+(z, v) ≤ ∥u+∥L∞(R+×V )F+(v)e−λ+z .
The function F+ possibly diverges only at v = v0 in the limit ω0 → 0, see (3.7). On the
other hand, the obvious estimate c∗ < v0 ensures that there exists δ > 0 such that F+ is
uniformly bounded on (c − δ, c + δ).
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To conclude, we combine (3.26) and (3.27) as follows,
I+(z) = (∫∣v−c∣<δ +∫∣v−c∣>δ)T+(z, v − c)f+(z, v)dν(v)
≤ C(maxT )⎛⎝ supv∈(c−δ,c+δ)F+(v)⎞⎠ e−λ+z +Cδ−2 (maxT ) (supF+(v)−1) e−λ+z≤ Ce−λ+z .
A similar estimate holds true for I−. 
3.3. Further regularity. We can obtain better regularity for z > 0 (resp. z < 0) by
bootstrap. This will be needed in Section 4, as we shall compute derivatives of ρ± with
respect to z.
First, we establish that f is Ho¨lder continuous with respect to both z, v. We use the
formulation of f along characteristic lines (2.8). Let 0 < z1 < z2. We have successively
∣f−+ (z1, v) − f−+ (z2, v)∣ ≤ ∫ +∞
0
[I+]1/p′ ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ exp(−T−+ s)ds = [I+]1/p′T−+ ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ ,
and
∣f++ (z1, v) − f++ (z2, v)∣ ≤ ∥I−∥∞T+− [exp(−T++ ●v − c)]C0,1/p′(z1,z2) ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′
+ ∥I+∥∞
T++ ∣exp(−T ++ z1v − c) − exp(−T++ z2v − c)∣ + [I+]1/p′T++ ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ .
The Ho¨lder regularity of the exponential function with respect to z is evaluated as follows,
∣exp(−T++ z1v − c) − exp(−T++ z2v − c)∣ ≤ (∫ z2z1 ( T ++v − c)p exp(−p yv − c) dy)
1/p ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′
≤ C (∫ z2
z1
y−p dy)1/p ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′
≤ Cz−1/p′1 ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ .
We deduce the following Ho¨lder regularity for f++ ,
∣f++ (z1, v) − f++ (z2, v)∣ ≤ C (z−1/p′1 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ .
We notice that regularity of f degenerates as z → 0. We will see a more quantitative feature
of this degeneracy in Lemma 4.8 below. Now, we are in position to improve slightly the
regularity of I+, locally uniformly for z ∈ (0,+∞). We perform the same computation as
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(3.24):
∣I+(z1) − I+(z2)∣ ≤ (∫∣v−c∣<δ +∫∣v−c∣>δ)T+(v − c) ∣f+(z1, v) − f+(z2, v)∣ω(v)dv(3.28) ≤ C (z−1/p′1 ∨ 1) δ1/p′∥ω∥p∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ +Cδ1/p′−1∥ω∥p∣z1 − z2∣≤ C (z−1/(pp′)1 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2 .
Therefore, we have gained regularity, since 1 − 1/p2 > 1 − 1/p. However, this is clearly not
uniform up to z = 0 due to the pre-factor.
It is possible to iterate the whole argument, in order to prove that I+ belongs to the
family of Ho¨lder spaces C0,θn , with θn = 1 − 1/pn, for all n ∈ N∗. Indeed, at the next step,
the same lines of calculation yields
∣f−+ (z1, v) − f−+ (z2, v)∣ ≤ ∫ +∞
0
C (z−1/(pp′)1 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2 exp(−T−+ s)ds
≤ C (z−1/(pp′)1 ∨ 1) 1T−+ ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2 ,
and
∣f++ (z1, v) − f++ (z2, v)∣ ≤ (∥I−∥∞T+− + ∥I+∥∞T++ )[exp(−T ++ ●v − c)]C0,1−1/p2(z1,z2) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2
+ ∫ z1v−c
0
∣I+(z1 − s(v − c)) − I+(z2 − s(v − c))∣ exp(−T ++ s)ds≤ Cz1/p2−11 ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2
+C ∫ z1v−c
0
((z1 − s(v − c))−1/(pp′) ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2 exp(−T ++ s)ds .(3.29)
The last integral contribution can be evaluated as follows,
∫ z1v−c
0
((z1 − s(v − c))−1/(pp′) ∨ 1) exp(−T++ s)ds
= exp(−T++ z1v − c)∫
z1
v−c
0
((s′(v − c))−1/(pp′) ∨ 1) exp(−T++ s′)ds′
≤ C(v − c)−1/(pp′) exp(−T++ z1v − c)∫ +∞0 (s−1/(pp′) ∨ 1) exp(−T++ s)ds≤ Cz−1/(pp′)1 .(3.30)
Combining (3.29) and (3.30), we deduce
∣f±+ (z1, v) − f±+ (z2, v)∣ ≤ C (z1/p2−11 ∨ z−1/(pp′)1 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2≤C (z1/p2−11 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p2 .
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The last inequality is a consequence of 1 − 1/p2 > 1/(pp′). Then, we update the Ho¨lder
estimate (3.28) to
∣I+(z1) − I+(z2)∣ ≤ C (z1/p′+1/p3−11 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/p3 .
Iteratively, for all n ∈ N, we obtain the existence of Cn such that
(3.31) ∣I+(z1) − I+(z2)∣ ≤ Cn (z1/p′+1/pn−11 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1−1/pn .
A similar result holds true on the negative side, i.e. for z < 0.
We can establish the following result as a by-product of this recursive Ho¨lder regularity.
Proposition 3.6. The macroscopic quantities ρ±+ (resp. ρ±−) are Lipschitz continuous,
locally uniformly on (0,+∞) (resp. on (−∞,0)).
Proof. Firstly, we transfer the macroscopic Ho¨lder regularity (3.31) to partial Ho¨lder reg-
ularity with respect to velocity. We have successively, for −v0 < v1 < v2 < c,
∣f−+ (z, v1) − f−+ (z, v2)∣ ≤ Cn∫ +∞
0
(z1/p′+1/pn−11 ∨ 1) s1−1/pn ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn exp(−T−+ s)ds≤ Cn (z1/p′+1/pn−11 ∨ 1) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn ,(3.32)
and for c < v1 < v2 < v0,
∣f++ (z, v1) − f++ (z, v2)∣≤ Cn (∫ +∞
0
((s(v1 − c))1/p′+1/pn−1 ∨ 1) s1−1/pn ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn exp(−T+− s)ds) exp(−T++ zv1 − c)+ (∥I−∥∞
T+− + ∥I+∥∞T++ )[exp(−T++ z● − c)]C0,1−1/pn(v1,v2) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn+Cn∫ zv2−c
0
((z − s(v2 − c))1/p′+1/pn−1 ∨ 1) s1−1/pn ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn exp(−T++ s)ds
≤ Cn (∫ +∞
0
(s1/p′ ∨ s1−1/pn) exp(−T+− s)ds)((v1 − c)1/p′+1/pn−1 exp(−T++ zv1 − c)) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn+ (∥I−∥∞
T+− + ∥I+∥∞T++ )[exp(−T++ z● − c)]C0,1−1/pn(v1,v2) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn
+Cn exp(−T++ zv2 − c)(∫
z
v2−c
0
((s′(v2 − c))1/p′+1/pn−1 ∨ 1)( z
v2 − c)1−1/p
n
exp(−T++ s′)ds′) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn .
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Let q = pn be the exponent such that 1/q′ = 1 − 1/pn, and  > 0 to be chosen below. The
Ho¨lder regularity of the exponential function with respect to v is evaluated as follows,
∣exp(−T ++ zv1 − c) − exp(−T++ zv2 − c)∣
≤ (∫ v2
v1
( T++ z(w − c)2)q exp(−q zw − c) dw)1/q ∣v1 − v2∣1/q′
≤ Cz (∫ v2
v1
( 1
w − c)2q−1+q exp(−q zw − c) (w − c)−1+q dw)1/q ∣v1 − v2∣1/q′
≤ Cz1−2+1/q− (∫ v2
v1
(w − c)−1+q dw)1/q ∣v1 − v2∣1/q′
≤ C()z1/pn−1−∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn .
Consequently, we deduce:
∣f++ (z, v1) − f++ (z, v2)∣ ≤ Cnz1/p′+1/pn−1∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn+C()z1/pn−1−∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn +Cnz1/p′+1/pn−1∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn≤ Cn() (z1/pn−1− ∨ z1/p′+1/pn−1) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn .(3.33)
Combining (3.32) and (3.33), we obtain eventually,
(3.34) ∣f±+ (z, v1) − f±+ (z, v2)∣ ≤ Cn() (z1/pn−1− ∨ 1) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/pn .
Secondly, we compute directly the derivatives of ρ−+ and ρ++, based on (2.7):
dρ−+
dz
(z) = ∫{v<c} 1v − c (I+(z) − T −+ f−+ (z, v)) dν(v)
dρ++
dz
(z) = ∫{v>c} 1v − c (I+(z) − T ++ f++ (z, v)) dν(v) .
We observe that for z > 0, I+(z) = limv↗c T−+ f−+ (z, v), as can be seen directly on (2.8). We
have I−(z) = limv↘c T++ f++ (z, v) as well. In the latter case, the condition z > 0 is crucial.
Consequently, we can use the Ho¨lder regularity of f , with respect to velocity (3.34), so as
to get
∣dρ++
dz
(z)∣ ≤ T++ ∫{v>c} 1v − c ∣f++ (z, c) − f++ (z, v)∣ dν(v)
≤ T++ (∫{v>c} ( 1v − c ∣f++ (z, c) − f++ (z, v)∣)p
′
dv)1/p′ ∥ω∥p
≤ Cn() (z1/pn−1− ∨ 1)(∫{v>c} ((v − c)−1/pn)p′ dv)1/p
′
.
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Therefore, it is sufficient to choose n large enough such that pn > p′, in order to ensure
integrability in the r.h.s., and thus boundedness of the derivative of ρ++. The same estimate
holds true for ρ−+, and also on the negative side z < 0.
Note that  > 0 can be chosen almost arbitrarily at this stage. The next result will
impose some condition on it. 
Remark 3.7. There is some subtlety in the last argument, as it may not be legitimate to
take the limit v → c if c ∉ IntV . To circumvent this small issue, it is possible to extend the
formula along characteristic lines (2.8) for all v. This leads to a non optimal result, as the
density is certainly smooth if c is outside V .
The next corollary is the last step of our bootstrap argument. Such regularity will be
required in the proof of Lemma 4.11.
Corollary 3.8. The derivative of the macroscopic quantity dI+dz (resp. dI−dz ) is Ho¨lder
continuous, locally uniformly on (0,+∞) (resp. on (−∞,0)).
Proof. Recall that n has been chosen such that pn > p′. Let  belong to (0,1/pn). By
differentiating (2.8) with respect to z, we obtain successively
∣∂zf−+ (z, v)∣ ≤ ∫ +∞
0
∣dI+
dz
(z − s(v − c))∣ exp(−T−+ s)ds ≤ C (z1/pn−1− ∨ 1) ,
and
∣∂zf++ (z, v)∣ ≤ −(∫ +∞
0
I−(−s(v − c)) exp(−T+− s)ds) T++v − c exp(−T++ zv − c)+ I+(0)
v − c exp(−T++ zv − c) + ∫ zv−c0 ∣dI+dz (z − s(v − c))∣ exp(−T ++ s)ds≤ Cz−1 +C ∫ zv−c
0
((z − s(v − c))1/pn−1− ∨ 1) exp(−T++ s)ds
≤ Cz−1 +C exp(−T++ zv − c)∫ zv−c0 ((s′(v − c))1/pn−1− ∨ 1) exp(−T++ s′)ds′≤ Cz−1 +C(v − c)1/pn−1− exp(−T++ zv − c)∫ +∞0 (s1/pn−1− ∨ 1) exp(−T++ s)ds≤ C (z−1 ∨ z1/pn−1−) .
Note that the condition  < 1/pn is compulsory for the integrability of s1/pn−1− at s = 0.
All in all, we get eventually,
(3.35) ∣∂zf±+ (z, v)∣ ≤ C (z−1 ∨ 1) .
We conclude by using classical averaging lemma. By differentiating (2.7) with respect
to z, we obtain
(3.36) (v − c)∂2zf+(z, v) = dI+dz (z) − T+(v − c)∂zf+(z, v) .
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We deduce from (3.35) and Proposition 3.6 that the r.h.s. in (3.36) is bounded by
C (z−1 ∨ 1). Therefore, we have for 0 < z1 < z2,
∣dI+
dz
(z1) − dI+
dz
(z2)∣ ≤ (∫∣v−c∣<δ +∫∣v−c∣>δ)T+(v − c) ∣∂zf+(z1, v) − ∂zf+(z2, v)∣ω(v)dv≤ C (z−11 ∨ 1) (δ1/p′ + δ1/p′−1∣z1 − z2∣) ∥ω∥p≤ C (z−11 ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ .
This closes the series of bootstrap estimates. 
3.4. Regularity within exponential tails. We derive regularity estimates for the nor-
malized density g, defined as follows,
(3.37) g(z, v) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
eλ+zf+(z, v) (z > 0)
e−λ−zf−(z, v) (z < 0)
For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this section that the p.d.f. ω is bounded below
and above: there exists ω0 such that
(3.38) ω0 ≤ ω ≤ ω−10 on supp ντ .
In fact, the results derived afterwards will be used under this restrictive condition (Lemma
4.6). The key observation is that g satisfies the following equation for z > 0,
(3.39) (v − c)∂zg+(z, v) = J+(z) − (T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c))g+(z, v) , J+(z) = eλ+zI+(z) .
and similarly for z < 0. We deduce from (3.25)-(3.27) that g+ is uniformly bounded (recall
that F+ is bounded under the condition (3.38)). Hence, the r.h.s. of (3.39) is uniformly
bounded. We deduce from the one-dimensional averaging lemma that J+ = ∫ T+g+ dν is
almost Lipschitz continuous, namely,
(3.40) ∣J+(z1) − J+(z2)∣ ≤ C (log (∣z1 − z2∣−1) ∨ 1) ∣z1 − z2∣ .
With this estimate at hand, it is possible to reproduce the estimates of Section 3.3, with
the tumbling rate R+(v − c) = T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c) = (F+(v))−1, which is bounded below
and above. Notice that it is not even necessary to iterate the argument in order to obtain
Lipschitz regularity as in Proposition 3.6. Indeed, we have obviously p > p′, since we assume
ω ∈ L∞. We cannot readily choose p = ∞ in the estimates because of the logarithmic
correction in (3.40), but taking any p > 2 is sufficient for our purpose. Note also that the
calculation leading to Ho¨lder regularity with respect to velocity, as in (3.34), requires some
adaptation because the new tumbling rate R+ has a linear dependency with respect to v.
But this additional contribution is partially Lipschitz continuous, so that it does not affect
the conclusion.
Corollary 3.9. Under the additional condition (3.38), the macroscopic quantities J± are
Lipschitz continuous, locally uniformly on R∗±, and the normalized densities g± are Ho¨lder
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continuous with respect to velocity locally uniformly on R∗±. More precisely, for all p > 2,
and ε < 1/p, there exists a constant C such that for all z > 0,
∣g±+(z, v1) − g±+(z, v2)∣ ≤ C (z1/p−1− ∨ 1) ∣v1 − v2∣1−1/p ,
and similarly for z < 0.
4. Monotonicity of the macroscopic quantities ρ, I
4.1. Monotonicity of ρ±±. Let c ∈ (c∗, c∗), and define f as in Theorem 3.1. The aim of
this section is to establish monotonicity of some macroscopic quantities, despite the lack
of monotonicity of f with respect to space variable (see Figure 3).
We recall the notation ρ+(x) = ∫{v>c} f+(x, v)dν(v), resp. ρ−(x) = ∫{v<c} f−(x, v)dν(v).
Accordingly, we have
(4.1)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀z > 0) I+(z) = ∫ T+(v − c)f(z, v)dν(v) = T++ ρ++(z) + T−+ ρ−+(z)
(∀z < 0) I−(z) = ∫ T−(v − c)f(z, v)dν(v) = T+− ρ+−(z) + T−− ρ−−(z)
The following theorem is the cornerstone of the present study.
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, both ρ++ and ρ−+ are decreasing for
z > 0. Reversely, ρ+− and ρ−− are increasing for z < 0.
We split the proof into several steps. We begin with an easy case, when ν is close to the
symmetric combination of two Dirac masses. Then, we deform continuously the measure
ν, and check carefully that none of the macroscopic quantities ρ±± can change monotonicity.
This requires many technical estimates in order to control the continuous deformation of f .
Step #1. Initialization (the easy case). We first state a proposition establishing
monotonicity under the very restrictive condition that the measure ν is concentrated around
two symmetric velocities {±v0}. In the extreme case where
(4.2) ν = 1
2
δ−v0 + 12δv0 ,
the conditions (3.6) and (3.11) which are required for exponential decay on both sides, read
as follows,
(4.3)
1 + χ+
v0 − c − 1 − χ+v0 + c > 0 and 1 + χ−v0 + c − 1 − χ−v0 − c > 0 .
They are equivalent to the following conditions, provided that v0 > ∣c∣,
v0χ+ + c > 0 and v0χ− − c > 0 .
Hence, it is required that c belongs to the interval (−v0χ+,v0χ−). Note that the latter is
not empty since χ− + χ+ = 2χS > 0.
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Proposition 4.2 (The approximate two velocity case). Let v0 > ∣c∣ be such that both
conditions in (4.3) are satisfied. Assume that the support of ν is contained in V0 ∪ (−V0),
where V0 = [v0−δ0,v0], for δ0 small enough. Then I is decreasing for z > 0 (resp. increasing
for z < 0).
Proof. The key observation is that the equilibrium of the model with only two velocities
(4.2) can be computed explicitly. In this case, I has the expected monotonicity. The
computations are facilitated by the fact that (v0 − c)ρ+ = (v0 + c)ρ−, since the flux (3.15)
vanish at equilibrium.
If V is not too far from {±v0}, then the same result should hold, using again the fact
that the flux ∫ (v − c)f(z, v)dν(v) is identically zero at equilibrium. This is indeed the
case,
dI+
dz
(z) = ∫ T+(v − c)∂zf+(z, v)dν(v) = ∫ T+(v − c)(v − c) (I+(z) − T+(v − c)f+(z, v − c)) dν(v)
= (∫ T+(v − c)(v − c) dν(v))(∫ T+(v − c)f+(z, v − c)dν(v))
− ∫ (T+(v − c))2(v − c) f+(z, v − c)dν(v) + ζ+∫ (v − c)f+(z, v)dν(v)
= ∫ (⟨T+(v − c)
v − c ⟩T+(v − c) − (T+(v − c))2v − c + ζ+(v − c)) f+(z, v)dν(v) ,(4.4)
where ζ+ ∈ R is arbitrary, and ⟨⋅⟩ denote the average with respect to measure ν. On the
support of ν, we find as δ0 → 0,
(4.5) ⟨T+(v − c)
v − c ⟩T+(v − c) − (T+(v − c))2v − c + ζ+(v − c)
∼ 1
2
( T ++
v0 − c − T −+v0 + c)T±+ − (T±+ )2±v0 − c + ζ+(±v0 − c) ,
where the sign ± is determined by the sign of v. We seek a condition on ζ+ such that the
r.h.s. of (4.5) is always negative. The following two inequalities should hold, corresponding
to the two possible choices of sign,
(4.6)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−1
2
(T++ )2
v0 − c − 12 T−+ T++v0 + c + ζ+(v0 − c) < 0
1
2
T++ T −+
v0 − c + 12 (T−+ )2v0 + c − ζ+(v0 + c) < 0
Clearly, such a real number ζ+ > 0 exists if, and only if,
1
2
T++ T−+(v0 − c)(v0 + c) + 12 (T −+ )2(v0 + c)2 < 12 (T++ )2(v0 − c)2 + 12 T−+ T++(v0 + c)(v0 − c)⇔ (T−+ )2(v0 + c)2 < (T ++ )2(v0 − c)2 .
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We find that this is equivalent to the first condition in (4.3). Within this choice of ζ+, we
deduce easily from (4.4)-(4.5) that I+ is decreasing, provided that δ0 is small enough.
The same holds true for I−, with possibly another choice of constant ζ−. 
Step #2. Enhancement of monotonicity. The next proposition is the crucial step in
the proof. It includes the cancellation property that accounts for the compensations in the
velocity profile.
Proposition 4.3 (Enhancement of monotonicity). Assume that I+ is non-increasing (resp.
I− is non-decreasing). Then monotonicity turns out to be strict. Moreover we have the
following stronger set of inequalities,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dρ++
dz
(z) < 0 and dρ−+
dz
(z) < 0 for z ≥ 0
dρ+−
dz
(z) > 0 and dρ−−
dz
(z) > 0 for z ≤ 0
Proof. We prove this statement by deciphering the shape of the velocity profile f(z, ⋅).
We consider first z > 0. The easiest part of the statement concerns negative relative
velocities, v < c: by integration along the characteristics (2.8), we obtain
(4.7) (∀v < c) f−+ (z, v) = ∫ +∞
0
I+(z − s(v − c)) exp(−T −+ s)ds .
This quantity is clearly increasing with respect to v, provided that I+ is non-increasing,
and non constant on (z,+∞) for all z > 0. This is indeed the case by assumption.
Similarly, f+− is decreasing with respect to v, for z < 0, and v > c.
Let introduce the notation f = Tf . Interestingly, the stationary equation (2.7) is rewrit-
ten as
(4.8) (v − c)∂zf(z, v) = I(z) − f(z, v) .
From (4.7) we also get the following inequality:
(4.9) (∀v < c) f−+ (z, v) = ∫ +∞
0
I+(z − s(v − c))T−+ exp(−T−+ s)ds < I+(z) .
We deduce immediately that the density ρ−+(z) is decreasing, since the combination of (4.8)
and (4.9) implies that
(∀v < c) ∂zf−+ (z, v) < 0 ⇒ dρ−+dz (z) < 0 .
The case of positive relative velocities v > c requires more work. Indeed, the velocity
profile v ↦ f++ (z, v) is not necessarily monotonic for v > c, on the contrary to v < c (see
Figures 3 and 7). However, we are able to establish the following properties, which are
sufficient for our purpose.
Lemma 4.4. The function f++ is decreasing with respect to v on the set {f++ ≤ I+} ∩ {v >
c}. As a consequence, for all z > 0 there exists v∗(z) > c such that f++ (z, v) > I+(z) for
z ∈ (0, v∗(z)) ∩ V , and f++ (z, v) < I+(z) for z ∈ (v∗(z),v0) ∩ V .
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v
f+(z; v) = I+(z)
f+(z; ·)
f+(z; v)
f+(0; v)
f
+
+
(z; v) ≤ I+(z)
) @vf
+
+
(z; v) < 0
Figure 7. Typical velocity profile of f = Tf for z > 0, close to the transition
at z = 0 (plain line). For the sake of comparison, f(0+, v) is depicted in dashed
line (see also Figure 3 for numerical simulations). According to this cartoon, the
inappropriate sign ∂zf
++ (z, v) > 0 may arise for large velocity only. One key feature
is that the velocity profile is decreasing in the zone where ∂zf
++ (z, v) > 0.
Note that we allow for v∗(z) ≥ v0. In the latter case, f++ (z, v) ≥ I+(z) for all v > c.
Proof. The function f++ − I+ satisfies the following damped transport equation with a non-
negative source term,
(v − c)∂z (f++ (z, v) − I+(z)) + T ++ (f++ (z, v) − I+(z)) = −(v − c)dI+dz (z) ≥ 0 .
By solving this transport equation along characteristics lines, it is immediate to establish
that, if f++ (z0, v) > I+(z0), then f++ (z, v) > I+(z) for all z ≥ z0. On the contrary, if f++ (z0, v) ≤
I+(z0), then f++ (z, v) ≤ I+(z) for all 0 ≤ z ≤ z0.
Take c < v1 < v2. We have
(v2 − c)∂z (f++ (z, v2) − f++ (z, v1)) + (v2 − v1)∂zf++ (z, v1) = −T++ (f++ (z, v2) − f++ (z, v1)) .
Introduce h(z) = (f++ (z, v2)−f++ (z, v1))/(v2−v1). It satisfies the following damped transport
equation with source term,
(4.10) (v2 − c)∂zh(z) + T ++ h(z) = −∂zf++ (z, v1) = T++v1 − c (f++ (z, v1) − I+(z)) .
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If z0 > 0 is such that f++ (z0, v1) − I(z0) ≤ 0, then f++ (z, v1) − I+(z) ≤ 0 for all 0 ≤ z ≤ z0.
On the other hand, we clearly have h(0) < 0 since
(4.11)
h(0) = f++ (0, v2) − f++ (0, v1)
v2 − v1 = T++ f++ (0, v2) − f++ (0, v1)v2 − v1 = T++ f+− (0, v2) − f+− (0, v1)v2 − v1 < 0 ,
(recall that f+− is decreasing with respect to v, for z < 0, and v > c).
We deduce from (4.10) and (4.11) that h(z) < 0 for all 0 ≤ z ≤ z0 as soon as f++ (z0, v1) −
I(z0) ≤ 0. Therefore, for all v2 > v1, f++ (z0, v2) < f++ (z0, v1). As a consequence, the function
f++ is decreasing with respect to v on {f++ ≤ I} ∩ {v > c}.
The velocity threshold v∗(z) is constructed by choosing the smallest velocity such that
f++ (z, v) < I+(z). 
To conclude the proof of Proposition 4.3, we establish that ρ++ is decreasing as well, using
compensations between lower and higher velocities. The derivative writes
(4.12)
dρ++
dz
(z) = ∫{v>c} 1v − c (I+(z) − f++ (z, v)) dν(v) .
The key observation is that, were we ignoring the factor 1/(v − c) inside the integral, the
r.h.s. in (4.12) would be
(4.13) ∫{v>c} (I+(z) − f++ (z, v)) dν(v) = ∫{v<c} (f−+ (z, v) − I+(z)) dν(v) < 0 ,
by the very definition of I = ∫ f dν. Indeed, it is negative since f−+ (z, v) < I+(z) for all v < c
(4.9).
It is sufficient to show that the r.h.s. of (4.12) can be handled in the same way, because
lower velocities contribute more to the integral, and because the inappropriate sign is
contributed by higher velocities according to Lemma 4.4. After integration by parts, we
obtain
dρ++
dz
(z) = [ 1
v − c ∫ vc (I+(z) − f++ (z, v′)) dν(v′)]v0c+ ∫{v<c} 1(v − c)2 (∫ vc (I+(z) − f++ (z, v′)) dν(v′)) dv(4.14) = 1
v0 − c ∫ v0c (I+(z) − f++ (z, v′)) dν(v′)+ ∫{v<c} 1(v − c)2 (∫ vc (I+(z) − f++ (z, v′)) dν(v′)) dv .(4.15)
Notice that integration by parts makes sense here since the possibly singular term at v = c
in (4.14) vanishes because I+(z) − f++ (z, v) = O(∣v − c∣1−1/pn) pointwise for z > 0. Hence,
∣ 1
v − c ∫ vc (I+(z) − f++ (z, v′)) dν(v′)∣ ≤ C 1v − c (∫ vc ∣v′ − c∣(1−1/pn)p′ dv′)1/p
′ ∥ω∥p
≤ C ∣v − c∣1/p′−1/pn∥ω∥p .
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As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we find that taking n large enough, the latter contribu-
tion converges to 0 as v → c.
We deduce from (4.13) that the first contribution in (4.15) is negative. On the other
hand, the cumulative function
∫ v
c
(I+(z) − f++ (z, v′)) dν(v′) ,
is everywhere negative. Indeed, according to Lemma 4.4, this cumulative function is de-
creasing, then increasing (and possibly only decreasing) on {v > c}. Therefore, it reaches
its maximum value at v = c or at v = v0. Since it vanishes at v = c and it is negative at
v = v0 (4.13), it is everywhere non positive.
As a conclusion, both contributions in (4.15) are negative, so ρ++ is decreasing. 
Remark 4.5. As can be observed on Figure 3, the threshold velocity v∗(z) is increasing
with respect to z. We present briefly a formal proof of this secondary statement. For the
sake of simplicity, let assume that all quantities, including v∗(z) have regular variations
with respect to z, v. We differentiate the relation I+(z) = f++ (z, v∗(z)) with respect to z,
dI+
dz
(z) = ∂zf++ (z, v∗(z)) + ∂vf++ (z, v∗(z))dv∗dz (z) .
However, ∂zf
+(z, v∗(z)) = 0 by definition of v∗(z), and equation (4.8). Therefore,
dv∗
dz
(z) = (∂vf++ (z, v∗(z)))−1 dI+dz (z) > 0 ,
since f++ is decreasing at v = v∗(z).
This illustrates the fact that the monotonicity of f is getting better and better as z
increases, since the zone with inappropriate monotonicity shrinks (and may eventually
disappears as in Figure 3). Hence, the lack of monotonicity of f is clearly a consequence of
overshoot phenomena around the origin where all signs are changing in the tumbling rate
T .
Step #3. Propagation of monotonicity. In the last step, we propagate the mono-
tonicity of ρ±± along a continuous deformation of the measure ν. Let (ντ)τ≥0 be a path of
probability measures satisfying Assumption (A1), continuous for the strong topology of
Lp, and satisfying the following properties:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ν0 is the uniform measure on V0 ∪ (−V0) , where V0 is defined in Proposition 4.2(∀τ) suppντ = [vτ ,v0] ∪ [−v0,−vτ ](∀T ) (∃ω0(T ) > 0) (∀τ ≤ T ) ω0(T ) ≤ ωτ ≤ ω0(T )−1 on supp ντ
lim
τ→+∞ντ = ν Lp .
Here, τ ↦ vτ is a non-increasing, continuous function such that vτ ∣τ=0 = v0 − δ0, where δ0
is chosen according to Proposition 4.2. Note that c ∉ suppν0 by definition of V0. However,
it may happen that vτ crosses c. At this point, the regularity of f degenerates. We shall
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analyse carefully this point (see Lemma 4.8). Besides, this careful analysis brings some
useful quantitative information.
We shall prove that for all τ ≥ 0, Iτ is decreasing on R∗+, and increasing on R∗−. First,
we can deduce from the refined asymptotic of f obtained in Theorem 3.1 that this is true
for large z, with some quantitative estimates which are locally uniform with respect to τ .
Lemma 4.6 (Asymptotic monotonicity). Let T > 0. There exists C > 0, such that
(∀τ ≤ T )
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀z > 1) dIτ+
dz
(z) ≤ − 1
C
e−λ+z +Ce−λ+z−ϑ′+z
(∀z < −1) dIτ−
dz
(z) ≥ 1
C
eλ−z −Ceλ−z+ϑ′−z
where ϑ′± = 23ϑ+.
Proof. We restrict to z > 0. The procedure for z < 0 is the same. We omit the dependency
upon τ in the notation for the sake of clarity.
We control explicitly the behaviour of f as z → +∞ (3.18). Recall the definitions of κ±
(3.16),
(4.16)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
κ+ = ∫ f(0, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 dν(v) = eλ+z ∫ f+(z, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 dν(v) ,
κ− = ∫ f(0, v)(v − c)2F−(v)dν(v)∫ (v − c)2F−(v)2 dν(v) = e−λ−z ∫ f−(z, v)(v − c)2F−(v)dν(v)∫ (v − c)2F−(v)2 dν(v) .
Let introduce the corrector h such that
(4.17) f(z, v) − κ+F+(v)e−λ+z = h(z, v) , (∫ (v − c)2h(z, v)2dν(v))1/2 ≤ Ce−λ+z−ϑ+z .
The latter bound requires some improvement, as it controls the L2 norm of h with a weight,
whereas some unweighted L1 bound would be more appropriate for our purpose. This is
done as follows (recall the pointwise decay bound (3.27)),
∫ ∣h∣dν = ∫∣v−c∣<δ ∣h(z, v)∣dν(v) + ∫∣v−c∣>δ ∣h(z, v)∣dν(v)
≤ Ce−λ+zδω0(T )−1 + (∫∣v−c∣>δ(v − c)2∣h(z, v)∣2 dν(v))1/2 (∫∣v−c∣>δ 1(v − c)2 dν(v))1/2≤ Ce−λ+zδ +Ce−λ+z−ϑ+zδ−1/2ω0(T )−1/2≤ Ce−λ+ze−ϑ′+z ,(4.18)
where ϑ′+ = 23ϑ+.
Recall the calculation of the derivative of I+,
(4.19)
dI+
dz
(z) = ∫ T+(v − c)
v − c (I+(z) − T+(v − c)f(z, v)) dν(v) .
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Integrating (4.17) against Tν with respect to velocity, we obtain
∣I+(z) − κ+e−λ+z ∣ ≤ Ce−λ+ze−ϑ′+z ,
(recall that ∫ T+F+ dν = 1 by definition). On the other hand, we have the pointwise identity,
T+(v − c)f(z, v) − κ+T+(v − c)F+(v)e−λ+z = T+(v − c)h(z, v) .
By construction, we have
T+(v − c)F+(v) − 1 = λ+(v − c)
T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c) = λ+(v − c)F+(v) .
The latter has the sign of v − c. Thus, we would be in position to conclude from (4.19), if
we could abusively neglect the corrector terms, as follows,
dI+
dz
(z) ≈ ∫ T+(v − c)
v − c (κ+e−λ+z − κ+T+(v − c)F+(v)e−λ+z) dν(v)≈ κ+e−λ+z ∫ T+(v − c)F+(v)dν(v) = κ+e−λ+z .
However, the pre-factor 1v−c in (4.19) makes the estimate involving the corrector h more
difficult to handle with.
We proceed as follows to circumvent this issue. For z > 1, we have
dI+
dz
(z) = (∫∣v−c∣<δ +∫∣v−c∣>δ) T+(v − c)v − c (I+(z) − T+(v − c)f+(z, v)) dν(v)= ∫∣v−c∣<δ T+(v − c)v − c T+(v − c) (f+(z, c) − f+(z, v)) dν(v)+ ∫∣v−c∣>δ T+(v − c)v − c (κ+e−λ+z − κ+T+(v − c)F+(v)e−λ+z) dν(v)+ ∫∣v−c∣>δ T+(v − c)v − c (∫ T+(v′ − c)h(z, v′)dν(v′) − T+(v − c)h(z, v)) dν(v)= I + II + III .
The three contributions are estimated as follows. From Corollary 3.9, we deduce
I ≤ Ce−λ+z ∫∣v−c∣<δ T+(v − c)2∣v − c∣ ∣v − c∣1/p′ dν(v)≤ Ce−λ+zω0(T )−1δ1/p′
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On the other hand, we have
II = κ+e−λ+z ∫∣v−c∣>δ T+(v − c)v − c −λ+(v − c)T+(v − c) − λ+(v − c) dν(v)= −λ+κ+e−λ+z ∫∣v−c∣>δ T+(v − c)F+(v)dν(v)= −λ+κ+e−λ+z (1 − ∫∣v−c∣<δ T+(v − c)F+(v)dν(v))
≤ −λ+κ+e−λ+z (1 − sup
v∈V (T+(v − c)F+(v)) δω0(T )−1)
Finally, we deduce from the L1 bound (4.18) that
III ≤ Cδ−1∫ ∣h∣dν ≤ Cδ−1e−λ+z−ϑ′+z .
Collecting I,II,III, we get eventually an estimate of the form ,
(4.20)
dI+
dz
(z) ≤ (−λ+κ+ +Cδ1/p′ +Cδ−1e−ϑ′+z) e−λ+z .
It remains to bound κ+ uniformly from below in order to conclude. This is the purpose of
the next auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Under the unit mass normalization (1.5), the positive numbers κ± and ρ(0)
are bounded below by some positive constant.
Proof. We begin with the bound on ρ(0), by using the conservation law (3.16),
(∀z > 0) ∫ f+(z, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v) = e−λ+z ∫ f(0, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)≤ e−λ+z sup
v∈V ((v − c)2F+(v))ρ(0) .
Integrating this inequality with respect to z > 0, we obtain
∫ +∞
0
∫∣v−c∣>δ f+(z, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)dz ≤ Cλ+ ρ(0)
δ2 (inf
v∈V F+(v))∫ +∞0 ∫∣v−c∣>δ f+(z, v)dν(v)dz ≤ Cλ+ ρ(0)
δ2 (inf
v∈V F+(v))(∫ +∞0 ∫ f+(z, v)dν(v)dz − ∫ +∞0 ∫∣v−c∣<δ f+(z, v)dν(v)dz) ≤ Cλ+ ρ(0)
δ2 (inf
v∈V F+(v))(M+ −Cδω0(T )−1 1λ+) ≤ Cλ+ ρ(0) ,(4.21)
where M+ denotes the mass which is contained on the positive half space, namely
M+ = ∫ +∞
0
∫ f+(z, v)dν(v)dz .
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Note that in the last estimate, we have used the uniform exponential decay of f (3.27).
The same estimate holds true on the negative half space,
(4.22) δ2 (inf
v∈V F−(v))(M− −Cδω0(T )−1 1λ−) ≤ Cλ− ρ(0) .
Combining (4.21) and (4.22), we obtain using the notation M =M+ +M−,
δ2M −Cδ3 ≤ Cρ(0)
M3 ≤ Cρ(0) .(4.23)
Eventually, we get that ρ(0) is bounded from below under the normalization M = 1 (1.5),
and the conditions ω0 > 0, c ∈ (c∗, c∗).
The estimate on κ+ from below is obtained with the same lines of proof,
κ+ = (∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 dν(v))−1∫ f(0, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)
κ+ ≥ (∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 dν(v))−1∫∣v−c∣>δ f(0, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)≥ 1
C
δ2 (inf
v∈V F+(v))(ρ(0) − ∫∣v−c∣<δ f(0, v)dν(v))≥ 1
C
δ2 (inf F+(v)) (ρ(0) −Cρ(0)δω0(T )−1)
≥ 1
C
ρ(0) .
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
Back to (4.20), we can choose δ small enough, as compared to λ+κ+, so as to obtain
dI+
dz
(z) ≤ (−1
2
λ+κ+ +Ce−ϑ′+z) e−λ+z .
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 4.6 has a counterpart for small z. Indeed, we expect from Section 3.3 that
regularity of I cannot be guaranteed up to z = 0 (see Proposition 3.6). The case of
small z requires particular attention. In the next lemma, we investigate quantitatively the
behaviour of macroscopic quantities for small z. In fact, we prove that it may happen that
the derivative of ρ++ diverge as z ↘ 0, but with the appropriate sign.
We face the following trivial alternative: either the derivative of ρ++ diverges, or it has a
finite value, and we can push regularity up to the origin. This depends whether c ∈ suppντ
(c ≥ vτ ), or not. In order to make it quantitative, so as to manage the transition between
the two alternatives, we distinguish between the three following cases:
(i) c ∈ suppντ , i.e. vτ ≤ c,
(ii) c ∈ (vτ − δ1,vτ),
(iii) None of (i)-(ii), i.e. c ≤ vτ − δ1.
Here, δ1 is a positive real number to be defined below.
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Lemma 4.8. Let T > 0. Assume (i) or (ii). There exist C > 0 and η0 > 0 such that
(∀τ ≤ T )
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀z ∈ (0, η0)) dIτ+
dz
(z) ≤ − 1
C(∀z ∈ (−η0,0)) dIτ−
dz
(z) ≥ 1
C
On the contrary, assume (iii). Then, dIτ+dz (resp. dIτ−dz ) is Lipschitz continuous on R+ (resp.
on R−), with quantitative bounds depending on δ1.
Proof. The computation of the derivative of ρ++ goes as follows,
dρ++
dz
(z) = ∫{v>c} 1v − c (I+(z) − g++(z, v)) dν(v)= ∫{v>c} 1v − c [I+(z) − T++ (∫ +∞0 I−(−s(v − c)) exp(−T+− s)ds) exp(−T++ zv − c)
−∫ zv−c
0
I+(z − s(v − c))T++ exp(−T++ s)ds] dν(v)
We deduce from global Ho¨lder regularity of both I+ and I− that,
dρ++
dz
(z) ≤ ∫{v>c} 1v − c [I+(z) exp(−T++ zv − c) − T++T+− I−(0) exp(−T++ zv − c)+C (∫ +∞
0
s1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′ exp(−T+− s)ds) exp(−T++ zv − c)+C (∫ zv−c
0
s1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′ exp(−T++ s)ds)] dν(v)
≤ ∫{v>c} 1v − c (I+(0) − T++T+− I−(0) +C ∣z∣1/p′) exp(−T++ zv − c) dν(v)+C ∫{v>c} ∣v − c∣1/p′−1 dν(v)
The constant that pops up in the leading order contribution has a sign. Interestingly, this
sign is the signature of the confinement effect at the origin z = 0.
Lemma 4.9. The quantity T++ I−(0)−T +− I+(0) is bounded from below by a positive constant,
uniformly for τ ≤ T .
Proof. First, we compute explicitly the value of this quantity, by means of ρ. From (4.1)
evaluated at z = 0, we deduce
(4.24) T++ I−(0) − T+− I+(0) = (T++ T −− − T+− T−+ )ρ−(0) = 4χSρ−(0) .
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Then, we seek some quantitative estimate of ρ−(0) from below. Recall the Ho¨lder regularity
of I+. By definition, we have
ρ−(0) = ∫{v<c}∫ +∞0 I+(−s(v − c))e−T−+ s dsdν(v)≥ ∫{v<c}∫ +∞0 ((I+(0) −Cs1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′) ∨ 0) e−T−+ s dsdν(v) , I+(0) ≥ (T −+ ∧ T++ )ρ(0)
≥ C ∫{v<c}∫ +∞0 ((ρ(0) −C s1/p
′ ∣v − c∣1/p′
T−+ ∧ T++ ) ∨ 0) e−T−+ s dsdν(v) .
Using the bound from below on ρ(0) obtained via other arguments (4.23), we deduce the
statement of Lemma 4.9. 
We deduce that for z small enough, we have
dρ++
dz
(z) ≤ − 1
C
∫{v>c} 1v − c exp(−T ++ zv − c) dν(v) +Cω0(T )−1≤ −ω0(T )
C
∫ v0
v=c∨vτ
1
v − c exp(−T++ zv − c) dv +C≤ − 1
C
∫ T++ z(vτ−c)∨0
T++ zv0−c
e−u
u
du +C
Assume condition (i) i.e. (vτ − c) ∨ 0 = 0. Then, the last integral is equivalent to C−1 log z
as z → 0. Therefore, there exists η0, and C > 0, such that dρ++dz (z) ≤ −C−1 for z < η0.
Assume condition (ii) i.e. (vτ − c) ∨ 0 ≤ δ1. Then, for z ≤ (T ++ )−1δ1, we have
dρ++
dz
(z) ≤ e−1
C
log ( δ1
v0 − c) +C
The latter inequality determines the choice of δ1, so that the contribution on the r.h.s. is
controlled by some negative constant −C−1.
Assume condition (iii). Then, the a priori control c ≤ vτ −δ1 enables to revisit regularity
of f . Indeed, we get immediately from (2.7) that f is Lipschitz continuous with respect to
z, uniformly with respect to δ1. Differentiating with respect to z, for z > 0 only (since T
is discontinuous with respect to z), we deduce that ∂zf+ is also Lipschitz continuous with
respect to z. So is dI+dz .
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
After the quantitative control of I+ at both ends 0 and +∞, we can initiate the homotopy
like argument. Let introduce the set
(4.25) T = {τ ≥ 0 ∣ (∀z ≠ 0) (sign z)dIτ
dz
(z) ≤ 0} .
We shall prove that T is both open and closed in R+. As it is non-empty by Proposition
4.2, it coincides with R+.
Lemma 4.10. T is closed in R+.
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Proof. The stationary distribution fτ(z, v) associated with the probability measure ντ is
unique in the space L2 (aτ(z)dντ(v)dz) (up to a constant multiplicative factor), where the
weight aτ(z) is defined by ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
aτ(z) = eλτ+z for z > 0
aτ(z) = e−λτ−z for z < 0
This is a consequence of the linear and irreducible structure of the kinetic equation(2).
Let (f1, f2) be two stationary distributions belonging to L2(aτ(z)dντ(v)dz), and denote
h = f2 − f1. By integration of the difference equation against h/f1, we obtain successively,
∬ (v − c)∂zh(z, v) h(z, v)
f1(z, v) dν(v)dz=∭ (T (v′ − c)h(z, v′) − T (v − c)h(z, v)) h(z, v)
f1(z, v) dν(v′)dν(v)dz ,
− 1
2
∬ ( h(z, v)
f1(z, v))
2 (v − c)∂zf1(z, v)
=∭ T (v′ − c) h(z, v′)
f1(z, v′) h(z, v)f1(z, v)f1(z, v′)dν(v′)dν(v)dz
−∭ T (v − c)( h(z, v)
f1(z, v))
2
f1(z, v)dν(v′)dν(v)dz .
Using equation (2.7) satisfied by the function f1, we find,
1
2
∭ T (v′ − c)( h(z, v′)
f1(z, v′) − h(z, v)f1(z, v))
2
f1(z, v′)dν(v′)dν(v)dz = 0 .
Hence, there exists a function of the variable z only, say b(z), such that (∀z ∈ R) f2(z, v) =
b(z)f1(z, v) ν a.s.. Plugging this identity into the stationary equation, we find b′(z) = 0.
The unit mass normalization (1.5) enables to fix this multiplicative factor to 1.
Continuity of Iτ with respect to τ is a consequence of this uniqueness property. Let
τn → τ . The sequence fτn is uniformly bounded, uniformly Ho¨lder continuous with respect
to z, and Ho¨lder continuous with respect to v, locally uniformly with respect to z. More-
over, it is uniformly exponentially small for large ∣z∣ (see Proposition 3.3). By a diagonal
extraction argument, there exists a subsequence fτn′ that converges towards some function
f ′. Convergence is uniform on compact sets of R∗ × V .
On the other hand, ντn → ντ in Lp by the continuity assumption. Therefore, we can pass
to the limit in the weak formulation (1.8)
We deduce from the uniqueness of the stationary distribution fτ that f
′ = fτ .
2A much more refined analysis based on hypocoercive estimates after [11] is developed in [10] for the
Cauchy problem, in the symmetric case χN = 0 and c = 0. There, the goal is to capture exponential
relaxation in time towards the stationary state. Of course, this ensures uniqueness as a weak corollary.
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To conclude, it is sufficient to notice that Iτn′+ (resp. Iτn′−) is a sequence of non-
increasing functions (resp. non-decreasing functions) which converges pointwise towards
Iτ+ (resp. Iτ−). Therefore, Iτ+ is non-decreasing (resp. Iτ− is non-increasing). 
Lemma 4.11. T is open in R+.
Proof. Some stability result in Lipschitz regularity is required to ensure that dI+dz certainly
remains uniformly negative, on compact sets of R∗+ (recall that we control the asymptotic
behaviour as z → +∞).
Let τ0 ∈ T . Proposition 4.3 ensures that dIτ0+dz < 0 for all z > 0, and dIτ0−dz > 0 for all z < 0.
Let L > 0 large enough so that the quantities arising in Lemma 4.6 have the appropriate
sign for τ close to τ0 and ∣z∣ > L, i.e. both− 1
C
e−λ+z +Ce−λ+z−ϑ′+z < 0 and 1
C
eλ−z −Ceλ−z+ϑ′−z > 0 .
Our claim is the following: there exists ε0 > 0 and a neighbourhood V0 of τ0 such that
(4.26)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀τ ∈ V0) (∀z ∈ [0, L]) dIτ+
dz
(z) < −ε0
(∀τ ∈ V0) (∀z ∈ [−L,0]) dIτ−
dz
(z) > ε0
Otherwise, there would exist a sequence τn converging towards τ0 such that the maximum
value of
dIτn+
dz (resp. minimum value of
dIτn−
dz ) converges to a non-negative value. We
restrict to z > 0 for the sake of clarity. Let zn be a maximum point.
To control the possible singularity at the origin, we distinguish between the two alter-
natives (i) or (ii), and (iii), as discussed in Lemma 4.8.
In cases (i) or (ii), we can separate (zn) from the origin, say zn > η0/2, as the derivative
dIτn+
dz is uniformly negative close to the origin. Note that the continuity of the support of
ντ is implicitly used in this argument.
On the other hand, we learn from Corollary 3.8 that
dIτn+
dz is uniformly Lipschitz con-
tinuous on (η0/2, L). By compactness of (zn), and equi-continuity of (dIτn+dz ), we can pass
to the limit along some subsequence, so as to obtain
dIτ0+
dz
(z∗) ≥ 0 ,
for some z∗ ∈ [η0/2, L] which is a limit point of (zn). This is a contradiction. The same
holds for z < 0.
In case (iii), regularity is fine up to z = 0, so we can apply the same argument with
η0 = 0, including the origin.
Therefore, (4.26) holds true, and T is open. 
We are in position to conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1. Indeed, for all τ ≥ 0, the
macroscopic quantities Iτ+ and Iτ− satisfy the appropriate monotonicity condition (4.25).
This monotonicity condition remains true in the limit τ → +∞, as in the proof of Lemma
4.10. By approximation, it is true for all measure ν satisfying hypothesis (A1).
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4.2. Improved monotonicity and quantitative regularity. Several corollaries can be
deduced from the previous monotonicity analysis. A first result improves monotonicity
properties of the macroscopic densities ρ±±.
Corollary 4.12. Let g be the normalized density defined as in (3.37),
(4.27)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(∀z < 0) g−(z, v) = f−(z, v)e−λ−z(∀z > 0) g+(z, v) = f+(z, v)eλ+z
Let %−±(z) = ∫{v<c} g±(z, v)dν(v) and %+±(z) = ∫{v>c} g±(z, v)dν(v). Then %±± has the same
monotonicity as ρ±±: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
d%++
dz
(z) < 0 and d%−+
dz
(z) < 0 for z ≥ 0
d%+−
dz
(z) > 0 and d%−−
dz
(z) > 0 for z ≤ 0
Proof. We introduce a pair of exponents λl ∈ (0, λ−), and λr ∈ (0, λ+). We shall prove that
the monotonicity property holds true for all such pair (λl, λr) By increasing (λl, λr) up to(λ−, λ+) we will obtain Corollary 4.12 as a limiting result.
With some abuse of notation, we still denote by g the density normalized with exponents
λl, λr as in (4.27). It satisfies the following equation,⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(∀z < 0) (v − c)∂zg−(z, v) = J−(z) − (T−(v − c) + λl(v − c))g−(z, v)(∀z > 0) (v − c)∂zg+(z, v) = J+(z) − (T+(v − c) − λr(v − c))g+(z, v)
where J− satisfies the following identity,
J−(z) = ∫ T−(v − c)g−(z, v)dν(v)
= ∫ (T−(v − c) + λl(v − c)) g−(z, v)dν(v)
= ∫ g−(z, v) , where g−(z, v) = (T−(v − c) + λl(v − c)) g−(z, v) ,
There, we have used the zero-flux property of the stationary state (3.15). The same holds
for J+, and g+(z, v) = (T+(v − c) − λr(v − c)) g+(z, v). We introduce the new tumbling rates
R−(v − c) = T−(v − c) + λl(v − c) , R+(v − c) = T+(v − c) − λr(v − c) .
We sketch briefly how to adapt the three steps in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Step #1. Initialization (the easy case). Notice that J+(z) = I+(z)eλrz. We repeat
computation (4.4):
dJ+
dz
(z) = dI+
dz
(z)eλrz + λrI+(z)eλrz
= eλrz ∫ (⟨T+(v − c)
v − c ⟩T+(v − c) − (T+(v − c))2v − c + ζ+(v − c) + λrT+(v − c)) f+(z, v)dν(v) ,
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To conclude as in Section 4.1, we seek ζ+ satisfying the following pair of conditions, instead
of (4.6): ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−1
2
(T++ )2
v0 − c − 12 T−+ T++v0 + c + ζ+(v0 − c) + λrT++ < 0
1
2
T++ T−+
v0 − c + 12 (T−+ )2v0 + c − ζ+(v0 + c) + λrT−+ < 0
Existence of ζ+ ∈ R is equivalent to the following inequality,
1
2
T++ T−+(v0 − c)(v0 + c) + 12 (T−+ )2(v0 + c)2 + λr T−+v0 + c < 12 (T++ )2(v0 − c)2 + 12 T−+ T++(v0 + c)(v0 − c) − λr T++v0 − c⇔ 1
2
T −+
v0 + c ( T −+v0 + c + 2λr) < 12 T++v0 − c ( T++v0 − c − 2λr) .(4.28)
Recall the equation for the right side exponent λ+ (3.5), when the measure ν is a symmetric
combination of two Dirac masses (4.2):
1
2
v0 − c
T++ − λ+(v0 − c) + 12 −v0 − cT−+ − λ+(−v0 − c) = 0 .
We deduce that
2λ+ = T++
v0 − c − T−+v0 + c .
Plugging this identity into (4.28), we obtain the equivalent formulation,
1
2
T−+
v0 + c ( T++v0 − c + 2(λr − λ+)) < 12 T++v0 − c ( T−+v0 + c + 2(λ+ − λr))⇔ T−+
v0 + c (λr − λ+) < T++v0 − c (λ+ − λr) .
The last condition clearly holds true, as λr < λ+ by definition.
Step #2. Enhancement of monotonicity. Now, assume a priori that J+ is non-
increasing, and that J− is non-decreasing.
The shapes of the velocity profiles of g are the same as for f .
(i) For z > 0 and v < c, g−+ is non-decreasing with respect to v. Moreover, we have
g−+(z, v) ≤ J+(z). Indeed, we have
(4.29) g−+(z, v) = ∫ ∞
0
J+(z − s(v − c))R−+(v − c) exp (−R−+(v − c)s) ≤ J+(z) .
Thus, %−+ is decreasing. A similar statement holds true for g+− (z < 0, v > c), and %+−.
(ii) For z > 0 and v > c, g++ is decreasing with respect to v on the set {g++ ≤ J+} ∩ {v > c}.
Indeed we adapt the two ingredients of the proof of Lemma 4.4. Firstly, g++ − J+
satisfies a damped transport equation with a non-negative source term,
(v − c)∂z (g++ − J+) +R++ (g++ − J+) = −(v − c)dJ+dz ≥ 0 .
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Secondly, introduce the auxiliary function h(z) = ∂vg++(z, v). It satisfies the following
damped transport equation with source term,
(v − c)∂zh(z) +R++(v − c)h(z) = −∂zg++(z, v) − λr (J+(z) − g++(z, v))= −( 1
v − cR++ (J+(z) − g++(z, v)) + λr (J+(z) − g++(z, v)))= T++
v − c (g++(z, v) − J+(z)) .
The same conclusion as in Lemma 4.4 holds true. Therefore, the same compensations
as in the proof of Proposition 4.3 are working to make %++ decreasing too.
Step #3. Propagation of monotonicity. In order to conclude, it is sufficient to check
that J+ is uniformly decreasing as for large z, as in Lemma 4.6. Again, the asymptotic
behaviour of g+ is involved. Roughly speaking, we have for z > 0,
(v − c)∂zg+(z, v) = J+(z) − g+(z, v) ∼ κ+e−(λ+−λr)z (1 − F+(v)−1 (T+(v − c) − λr(v − c)))
∼ κ+e−(λ+−λr)z (λr − λ+)(v − c)
F+(v) .
So, ∂zg+ is decreasing with respect to z for large z, provided λr < λ+. This asymptotic
result can be made quantitative and rigorous, as in Lemma 4.6.
On the other hand, the possible singular behaviour close to the origin, as in Lemma 4.8,
is unaffected by the exponential normalization.
With similar results as Proposition 4.3, Lemma 4.6 and 4.8 at hand, we can propagate
monotonicity as in Lemma 4.10 and 4.11. 
The following statement is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.12.
Corollary 4.13. For z > 0, we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
κ+e−λ+z ≤ I+(z) ≤ I+(0)e−λ+z
κ+ (∫ F+(v)dν(v)) e−λ+z ≤ ρ+(z) ≤ ρ(0)e−λ+z
A similar statement holds true for z < 0.
Corollary 4.12 also enables to derive quantitative regularity estimates on macroscopic
quantities.
J±(z) = I±(z)e±λ±z .
Corollary 4.14. The averaged quantity J+ is 1/p′−Ho¨lder continuous with some explicit
constant L(R,ω, p) which is linear with respect to ρ (see (4.31) below).
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Proof. We restrict to the case z > 0. We argue as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 (3.24).
Let 0 < z1 < z2. We have
0 ≤ J+(z1) − J+(z2) = ∫ R+(v − c) (g+(z1, v) − g+(z2, v)) dν(v)
≤ ∫{∣v−c∣<δ}R+(v − c) (g+(z1, v) − g+(z2, v)) dν(v)+ ∫{∣v−c∣>δ} R+(v − c)∣v − c∣ supz′∈(z1,z2) ∣J+(z′) −R+(v − c)g+(z′, v)∣ ∣z1 − z2∣dν(v)≤ ∫{0<c−v<δ}R−+(v − c)g−+(z1, v)dν(v) + ∫{0<v−c<δ}R++(v − c)g++(z1, v)dν(v)
+ ∫{c−v>δ} R−+(v − c)∣v − c∣ ⎛⎝ supz′∈(z1,z2)J+(z′)⎞⎠ ∣z1 − z2∣dν(v)
+ ∫{v−c>δ} R++(v − c)∣v − c∣ ⎛⎝ supz′∈(z1,z2)J+(z′) ∨R++(v − c)g+(z′, v)⎞⎠ ∣z1 − z2∣dν(v) .
We deduce from the Duhamel representation formula (4.29) that
(∀v < c) R−+(v − c)g−+(z, v) ≤ J+(z) ≤ J+(0) .
On the other hand, for v > c, we have
R++(v − c)g++(z, v) = R++(v − c) (∫ ∞
0
J−(−s(v − c)) exp (−R+−(v − c)s) ds) exp(−R++(v − c)zv − c )
+R++(v − c)∫ zv−c
0
J+(z − s(v − c)) exp (−R++(v − c)s) ds
≤ R++(v − c)
R+−(v − c)J−(0) exp(−R++(v − c)zv − c ) + J+(0)(1 − exp(−R++(v − c)zv − c ))
≤ (R++(v − c)
R+−(v − c)J−(0)) ∨ J+(0) .
We deduce:
0 ≤ J+(z1) − J+(z2) ≤ (J+(0) + ((sup R++
R+−)J−(0)) ∨ J+(0)) δ1/p′∥ω∥p+ (supR−+)J+(0)A(p)δ−1/p∥ω∥p
+ (supR++)((sup R++R+−)J−(0) ∨ J+(0))A(p)δ−1/p∥ω∥p∣z1 − z2∣ .
where the constant A is defined as A(p) = (p − 1)−1/p′ . Finally, we use the trivial relations
J+(0) ≤ (supR+)ρ(0) and J−(0) ≤ (supR−)ρ(0), in order to obtain the following estimate
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which is linear with respect to ρ(0),
0 ≤ J+(z1) − J+(z2) ≤ ((supR+) + ((sup R++
R+−)(supR−)) ∨ (supR+)) δ1/p′∥ω∥pρ(0)
+((supR−+) (supR+) + (supR++)((sup R++R+−)(supR−) ∨ (supR+)))A(p)δ−1/p∥ω∥p∣z1−z2∣ρ(0) .
By optimizing with respect to δ, we obtain the following quantitative Ho¨lder estimate,
(4.30) ∣J+(z1) − J+(z2)∣ ≤ L(R,ω, p)ρ(0)∣z1 − z2∣1/p′ ,
where
(4.31) L(R,ω, p) = p(p − 1)−1/(p′p) ((supR+) + ((sup R++
R+−)(supR−)) ∨ (supR+))
1/p ×
((supR−+) (supR+) + (supR++)((sup R++R+−)(supR−) ∨ (supR+)))
1/p′ ∥ω∥p .
Note that the pre-factor is increasing, and satisfies p(p − 1)−1/(p′p) ∼ p for large p. This
rules out the Lipschitz case p =∞ (p′ = 1), as expected from [17]. 
5. The case without nutrient χN = 0 (stationary cluster)
The existence of a stationary state (ρ,S) is an immediate consequence of the monotonic-
ity of ρ established in Section 4, and the following general statement about solutions of the
elliptic problem on S. The purpose of this section is to deal with c = 0 only. However, we
formulate our statement for any c to anticipate the coupling with the nutrient N in the
forthcoming section.
Here, we set β = 1, without loss of generality.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that the function ρ ∈ L1 is locally Lipschitz continuous on R∗,
and that it is increasing for z < 0, and decreasing for z > 0. Let S be the unique solution of
the following elliptic problem(∀z ∈ R) − c∂zS(z) −DS∂2zS(z) + αS(z) = ρ(z) .
Then ∂zS vanishes once, and only once.
Proof. Let denote by P the derivative of S: P = ∂zS. It belongs to W 2,∞, locally uniformly
on R∗. It satisfies the following equation,−c∂zP (z) −DS∂2zP (z) + αP (z) = ∂zρ(z) ,
together with the following asymptotic limits,
(5.1) lim
z→−∞P (z) = 0+ , limz→+∞P (z) = 0− ,
where the notation 0+ means that we approach 0 from above, and 0− means that we
approach 0 from below.
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Assume by contradiction that P vanishes at least twice. Then, we deduce from (5.1) that
it must vanish at least three times, including a possible double root, where ∂zP vanishes
also. Two vanishing points are necessarily on the same side, say for z ≤ 0. Accordingly,
there must exist a locally minimal point z0 ≤ 0 with non positive value, P (z0) ≤ 0, ∂zP (z0) =
0, and ∂2zP (z0) ≥ 0. If z0 < 0, or P (z0) < 0, we have
αP (z0) = c∂zP (z0) +DS∂2zP (z0) + ∂zρ(z0) > c∂zP (z0) +DS∂2zP (z0) ≥ 0 .
This is a contradiction. If z0 = 0, and P (z0) = 0 then 0 is necessary a double root. We can
repeat the same reasoning on the right side: there must exist z′0 > 0 such that P (z′0) ≥ 0,
∂zP (z′0) = 0, and ∂2zP (z′0) ≤ 0. At this point, we have
αP (z′0) = c∂zP (z′0) +DS∂2zP (z′0) + ∂zρ(z′0) < c∂zP (z′0) +DS∂2zP (z′0) ≤ 0 .
Again, this is a contradiction. We argue similarly when we are to choose z0 initially on the
right side. 
In the case χN = 0, and c = 0, the derivative ∂zS(z) can only vanish at z = 0 for sym-
metry reason. We deduce that the a priori hypothesis (3.1) is indeed correct a posteriori.
Therefore there exists a stationary state (f,S). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
6. Coupling with chemical concentrations S,N (travelling wave)
6.1. Matching the condition on S. As in the case without nutrient, we deduce from
Proposition 5.1 that ∂zS changes sign only once. However it might not happen at z = 0,
as required in (3.1).
The objective of this section consists in varying c such as to satisfy ∂zS(0) = 0 (similarly
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the macroscopic case).
This requires two intermediate results: continuity of ∂zS(0) as a function of c, and
analysis of the extremal behaviours as c→ c∗, resp. as c→ c∗.
We introduce the following notation for ∂zS(0), as a function of parameter c,
Υ(c) = ∂zS(0) .
Recall that Υ is given by the following integral representation formula,
(6.1) Υ(c) = −∫ 0−∞ µ+eµ+zρ−(z)dz + ∫ +∞0 µ−e−µ−zρ+(z)dz ,
where the reaction-diffusion exponents µ±(c) are defined as
(6.2)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
µ−(c) = −c +√c2 + 4αDS
2DS
> 0
µ+(c) = c +√c2 + 4αDS
2DS
> 0
Proposition 6.1. Under assumption (A1), the function Υ is continuous on (c∗, c∗).
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Proof. Let cn → c ∈ (c∗, c∗). As in the proof of Lemma 4.10, we can extract a subsequence(fn′)n′ converging towards f uniformly on compact sets of R∗ × V . First, we pass to the
limit in the weak formulation
(6.3) −∬ (v − cn′)fn′(z, v)∂zϕdν(v)dx
=∭ T (z, v′ − cn′)fn′(z, v′) (ϕ(z, v) − ϕ(z, v′)) dν(v′)dν(v)dz .
The l.h.s. can be handled easily as it can be written
−∬ (v − cn′)fn′(z, v)∂zϕdν(v)dx
= −∬ (v − c)fn′(z, v)∂zϕdν(v)dx + (cn′ − c)∬ fn′(z, v)∂zϕdν(v)dx .
The last contribution is bounded by ∣c − cn′ ∣∥fn′∥L1∥∂xϕ∥∞. The r.h.s. in (6.3) must be
treated with caution because T is not continuous with respect to c. However, we can split
the integral into {∣v′ − c∣ < δ}, and {∣v′ − c∣ > δ}. The former is controlled by δ1/p′ , the
L∞ bound of fn′ , and the Lp bound of ν. We can pass to the limit in the latter since
T (z, v′ − cn′) = T (z, v′ − c) provided ∣c − cn′ ∣ < δ.
By uniqueness of the limit problem, we have fn′ → f , where f is the density profile
associated with c.
Finally, we can pass to the weak limit in the integral formula for Υ (6.1). 
Proposition 6.2. Under assumption (A1), there are explicit conditions on the reaction
diffusion parameters (α,DS) such that the following extremal behaviours hold true,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
lim
c↘c∗ Υ(c) > 0
lim
c↗c∗ Υ(c) < 0
The idea is quite simple: as c → c∗, the macroscopic profile ρ becomes flat on the right
side (see Figure 5). As a result, we expect that the maximum of S is pushed to the right
of the origin, i.e. Υ(c) > 0. Similar behaviour can be expected as c → c∗, but on the right
side. This is made as quantitative as possible in the following proof.
Proof. We will use crucially the improved monotonicity obtained in Section 4.2, and par-
ticularly Corollary 4.13.
Firstly, we consider the case c→ c∗. We have
Υ(c) ≥ −ρ(0)∫ 0−∞ µ+(c)eµ+(c)zeλ−(c) dz + κ+ ⟨F+⟩∫ +∞0 µ−(c)e−µ−(c)ze−λ+(c)z dz≥ −ρ(0) µ+(c)
µ+(c) + λ−(c) + κ+ ⟨F+⟩ µ−(c)µ−(c) + λ+(c) ,(6.4)
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where κ+ is defined as in (4.16). In order to estimate κ+ from below, we use the improved
regularity obtained in Corollary 4.14 (4.30). For all v > c, we have
f(0, v) = ∫ +∞
0
I−(−s(v − c))e−T+− s ds
= ∫ +∞
0
J−(−s(v − c))e−(T+− +λ−(v−c))s ds
≥ ∫ +∞
0
((J−(0) − ρ(0) [J−]1/p′ s1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′) ∨ 0) e−(T+− +λ−(v−c))s ds
≥ ρ(0) [J−]1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′ ∫ τ−
0
(τ−(v − c)1/p′ − s1/p′) e−(T+− +λ−(v−c))s ds ,
where the stopping time τ− is given by
τ−(v − c) = (infR−)p′[J−]p′1/p′ ∣v − c∣ .
Similarly, for (v < c) we find
f(0, v) = ∫ +∞
0
I+(−s(v − c))e−T−+ s ds
= ∫ +∞
0
J+(−s(v − c))e−(T−+ −λ+(v−c))s ds
≥ ∫ +∞
0
((J+(0) − ρ(0) [J+]1/p′ s1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′) ∨ 0) e−(T−+ −λ+(v−c))s ds
≥ ρ(0) [J+]1/p′ ∣v − c∣1/p′ ∫ τ+(v−c)
0
(τ+(v − c)1/p′ − s1/p′) e−(T−+ −λ+(v−c))s ds ,
where the stopping time τ+ is given by
τ+(v − c) = (infR+)p′[J+]p′1/p′ ∣v − c∣ .
Combining these two estimates, we get the following bound from below,
κ+
ρ(0) = 1ρ(0) ∫ f(0, v)(v − c)2F+(v)dν(v)∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 dν(v) ≥ (∫ (v − c)2F+(v)2 dν(v))−1 ×[∫{v>c} [J−]1/p′ (∫ τ−0 (τ1/p′− − s1/p′) e−(T+− +λ−(v−c))s ds) ∣v − c∣2+1/p′F+(v)dν(v)+∫{v<c} [J+]1/p′ (∫ τ+0 (τ1/p′+ − s1/p′) e−(T−+ −λ+(v−c))s ds) ∣v − c∣2+1/p′F+(v)dν(v)]
Plugging this estimate into (6.4), we deduce that there is an explicit constant A+ such that
Υ(c) ≥ ρ(0)(− µ+(c)
µ+(c) + λ−(c) +A+ ⟨F+⟩ µ−(c)µ−(c) + λ+(c)) .
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As c → c∗, we have λ+(c) → 0, and F+ → 1/T+, therefore, the condition Υ(c∗) > 0 is a
consequence of the following condition:
(6.5)
c∗ +√c2∗ + 4αDS
c∗ +√c2∗ + 4αDS + 2DSλ−(c∗) ≤ ⟨( v − c∗T+(v − c∗))
2⟩−1 ⟨ 1
T+(v − c∗)⟩×
[∫{v>c∗} [J−]1/p′ (∫ τ−0 (τ1/p′− − s1/p′) e−(T+− +λ−(c∗)(v−c∗))s ds) ∣v − c∗∣2+1/p′ 1T ++ dν(v)
+∫{v<c∗} [J+]1/p′ (∫ τ+0 (τ1/p′+ − s1/p′) e−T−+ s ds) ∣v − c∗∣2+1/p′ 1T−+ dν(v)] .
As the r.h.s. does not depend on the reaction-diffusion parameters (α,DS), whereas the
l.h.s. vanishes as DS → +∞, condition (6.5) is clearly not empty.
Secondly, we consider the case c → c∗. There, we perform similar estimates, but the
other way around,
Υ(c) ≤ −κ− ⟨F−⟩ µ+(c)
µ+(c) + λ−(c) + ρ(0) µ−(c)µ−(c) + λ+(c) ,
where κ− is defined as in (4.16). As previously, the ratio κ−/ρ(0) can be estimated from
below by using the regularity of f(0, v) with respect to velocity, through the regularity of
J± with respect to space. As a consequence, we get for c→ c∗,
Υ(c∗) ≤ ρ(0)(−A− ⟨F−⟩ + µ−(c∗)
µ−(c∗) + λ+(c∗)) .
The latter is negative under some condition which reads,
(6.6)
−c∗ +√(c∗)2 + 4αDS−c∗ +√(c∗)2 + 4αDS + 2DSλ+(c∗) ≤ ⟨( v − c
∗
T−(v − c∗))
2⟩−1 ⟨ 1
T−(v − c∗)⟩×
[∫{v>c∗} [J−]1/p′ (∫ τ−0 (τ1/p′− − s1/p′) e−T+− s ds) ∣v − c∗∣2+1/p′ 1T+− dν(v)
+∫{v<c∗} [J+]1/p′ (∫ τ+0 (τ1/p′+ − s1/p′) e−(T−+ −λ+(c∗)(v−c∗))s ds) ∣v − c∗∣2+1/p′ 1T−− dν(v)] .
We notice that the l.h.s. vanishes when α → 0, or DS → +∞ (independently). This
guarantees that the condition is not empty as well. 
6.2. Matching the condition on N . The monotonicity condition on N to be satisfied
(3.1) is not very restrictive. It only requires c > 0 as established in Proposition 6.3 be-
low. This is automatically satisfied when c∗ ≥ 0, which is equivalent to χN ≥ χS (3.10),
conditioned on (6.5)-(6.6).
On the contrary, if χN < χS , then we should impose that Υ(0) > 0 in order to guarantee
the existence of c ∈ (0, c∗) such that Υ(c) = 0, conditioned on (6.6). Arguing as previously,
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a sufficient condition writes
A+ ⟨F+⟩ µ−(0)
µ−(0) + λ+(0) − µ+(0)µ+(0) + λ−(0) ≥ 0 ,
which is equivalent to
(6.7)
√
α/DS + λ+(0)√
α/DS + λ−(0) ≤ ⟨v2F+(v)2⟩−1 ⟨F+(v)⟩×[∫{v>0} [J−]1/p′ (∫ τ−0 (τ1/p′− − s1/p′) e−(T+− +λ−(0)v)s ds) ∣v∣2+1/p′F+(v)dν(v)+∫{v<0} [J+]1/p′ (∫ τ+0 (τ1/p′+ − s1/p′) e−(T−+ −λ+(0)v)s ds) ∣v∣2+1/p′F+(v)dν(v)] .
To see that this condition is not empty, it is enough to consider that λ+(0)→ 0 as χN ↗ χS .
In a second step, the limit α/DS → 0 enables to realize the condition. However, this is
not entirely satisfactory, as it imposes some strong condition on the parameters of the
run-and-tumble process, (χS , χN).
We conclude this section by checking that, indeed, if c > 0, then N is increasing.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that c > 0, and that ρ is exponentially bounded on both sides,
namely ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(∀z < 0) ρ−(z) ≤ Ceλ−z(∀z > 0) ρ+(z) ≤ Ce−λ+z
Then, there exist two constants N− < N+, and a solution N of the elliptic problem in (1.6),
such that ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
lim
z→−∞N(z) = N−
lim
z→+∞N(z) = N+
Moreover, we have ∂zN > 0.
Proof. We introduce u(z) = ∂z logN(z). Elliptic equation for N is equivalent to the fol-
lowing first order equation for u,−cu(z) =DN (∂zu(z) + ∣u(z)∣2) − γρ(z) .
This rewrites as a non autonomous, non linear ODE in the z variable,
(6.8) ∂zu(z) = − c
DN
u(z) − ∣u(z)∣2 + γ
DN
ρ(z) ,
together with the boundary conditions limz→±∞ u(z) = 0. This means that u is the unique
homoclinic orbit that leaves the origin u = 0 as z → −∞, and gets back to the origin u = 0
as z → +∞. A way to construct this solution is to consider the family of Cauchy problems
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on (a,+∞),
(6.9)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂zua(z) = − c
DN
ua(z) − ∣ua(z)∣2 + γ
DN
ρ(z)
ua(a) = 0 ,
and to take the limit as a → −∞. Indeed, we deduce immediately from the structure of
(6.9) that (∀z > a) ua(z) > 0. In addition, we deduce from the Gronwall lemma that
ua(z) ≤ γ
DN
∫ z
a
ec/DN (y−z)ρ(y)dy .
As a consequence, for z < 0 we deduce from Corollary 4.13 that
ua(z) ≤ γ
DNλ− + cCeλ−z .
On the other hand, for z > 0, we deduce similarly that
ua(z) ≤ γ
DNλ− + cCe−c/DNz + γDNλ+ − cC (e−c/DNz − e−λ+z)
≤ Ce−c/DNz + ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Cmax (e−c/DNz, e−λ+z) if λ+ ≠ c/DN
Cze−c/DNz if λ+ = c/DN
In any case, we can extract a subsequence uan such that uan converges uniformly towards
u solution of (6.8) with the boundary conditions limz→±∞ u(z) = 0.
Previous estimates guarantee that u is integrable on both sides, so it enables to define
properly N as in Proposition 6.3. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
7. Focus on the discrete velocity case
We revisit the travelling wave problem (1.6) in the discrete velocity case, under Assump-
tion (A2). In this case, the auxiliary function Υ(c) is not continuous with respect to c,
but it has jumps each time c crosses some discrete velocity vi. By analysing carefully the
sign of the jumps, we are able to exhibit some set of parameters for which there is no
uniqueness of the travelling wave. Interestingly, we can also find some set of parameters
for which there is no travelling wave satisfying the natural ansatz (3.1).
The careful analysis of the discrete velocity case is based on the spectral decomposition
of kinetic operators in Case’s elementary modes (see [19, 18] and references therein).
The extremal speeds c∗, c∗ are defined as in Section 3.1, see (3.8)-(3.12). There, the
Lp boundedness of the velocity measure ν is used. However, the auxiliary function R is
still decreasing, and Lipschitz continuous in the discrete velocity case (A2). The following
computation resolves the case when c crosses one of the discrete velocities vj . There, we
have for ε, ε′ > 0 sufficiently small,
R(vj + ε) −R(vj − ε′) = −∑
i≠j ωi
ε + ε′
T+(vi − vj) + ωj ( −εT−+ − ε′T ++ ) < 0
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Notice that the second contribution does not vanish here, on the contrary to the continuous
velocity case (A1)(3.9), but it has the good sign to come up with the same conclusion since
T+ > 0.
From now on, we suppose that c ∈ (c∗, c∗), and that c ∉ V = {vi}1≤i≤N .
7.1. Spectral decomposition of kinetic transport operators. We develop in this
section quantitative spectral analysis of the discrete velocity case (A2). Recall that we are
seeking solutions of the linear equation
(7.1) (∀z) (∀i) (vi − c)∂zf i(z) = N∑
j=1ωjT (z, vj − c)f j(z) − T (z, vi − c)f i(z) .
We decompose the solution on each side (resp. z < 0 and z > 0) along special Case’s
solutions, which have the form(z < 0) fk−(z, v) = eλk−zF k− (v) , or (z > 0) fk+(z, v) = e−λk+zF k+ (v) .
The total number of modes is N . They are distributed on each side according to the
position of c relatively to the discrete velocities (vi)1≤i≤N .
Definition 7.1. Assume that c is such that
(7.2) v1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < vK < c < vK+1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < vN .
(i) There are K negative modes defined for z < 0, fk−(z, v), where F k− , and λk− are given
by the following expressions,
(∀1 ≤ k ≤K) (∀i) F k− (vi) = 1
T−(vi − c) + λk−(vi − c) ,
Each exponent λk− > 0 is a root of the following dispersion relation,
(7.3)
N∑
i=1ωi
(vi − c)
T−(vi − c) + λk−(vi − c) = 0 .
(ii) Similarly, there are N −K negative modes defined for z > 0, fk+(z, v), where F k+ , and
λk+ are given by the following expressions,(∀K + 1 ≤ k ≤ N) (∀i) F k+ (vi) = 1
T+(vi − c) − λk+(vi − c) .
Each exponent λk+ > 0 is a root of the following dispersion relation,
(7.4)
N∑
i=1ωi
(vi − c)
T+(vi − c) − λk+(vi − c) = 0 .
The following couple of propositions investigates the relation between the number of
roots of the dispersion relations (7.3)-(7.4), and the degrees of freedom on the kinetic
transport problems to be solved on each side. This discussion justifies a posteriori notations
in the previous definition.
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Proposition 7.2. (i) There are exactly K distinct positive roots (λk−)1≤k≤K of the dis-
persion relation (7.3). They are localized as follows,
(7.5) 0 < λ1− < T −−c − v1 < λ2− < T−−c − v2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < λK− < T−−c − vK .
Any root λk− (1 ≤ k ≤K) is decreasing with respect to c under condition (7.2).
(ii) There are exactly N −K distinct positive roots (λk+)K+1≤k≤N of the dispersion relation
(7.4). They are localized as follows,
(7.6) 0 < λN+ < T++vN − c < λN−1+ < T++vN−1 − c < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < λK+1+ < T++vK+1 − c .
Any root λk+ (K +1 ≤ k ≤ N −K) is increasing with respect to c under condition (7.2).
Proof. Let Q−(λ) be defined as in (7.3) for λ > 0,
Q−(λ) = N∑
i=1ωi
1
T−(vi − c)(vi − c) + λ
= 0 .
It is decreasing with respect to λ on each interval of definition. Moreover, we have Q−(0) > 0
since c < c∗ and Q−(λ)→ 0 as λ→ +∞. We argue analogously for z > 0, by introducing Q+
as follows
Q+(λ) = N∑
i=1ωi
1
T+(vi − c)(vi − c) − λ
= 0 .
Monotonicity of λ± is a simple consequence of the implicit dispersion relations (7.3)-(7.4),
namely we have
(7.7)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dλ−
dc
(c) = ( N∑
i=1ωi
−(vi − c)2(T−(vi − c) + λ−(c)(vi − c))2)
−1 N∑
i=1ωi
T−(vi − c)(T−(vi − c) + λ−(c)(vi − c))2 < 0 ,
dλ+
dc
(c) = ( N∑
i=1ωi
(vi − c)2(T+(vi − c) − λ+(c)(vi − c))2)
−1 N∑
i=1ωi
T+(vi − c)(T+(vi − c) − λ+(c)(vi − c))2 > 0 .

Proposition 7.3. (i) Bounded solutions of the kinetic stationary problem (7.1) restricted
to z < 0 have exactly K degrees of freedom. Any such solution can be decomposed
uniquely as
(7.8) (∀z < 0) f−(z, v) = K∑
k=1akfk−(z, v) .
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(ii) Bounded solutions of the kinetic stationary problem (7.1) restricted to z > 0 have
exactly N −K degrees of freedom. Any such solution can be decomposed uniquely as
(7.9) (∀z > 0) f+(z, v) = N∑
k=K+1 bkfk+(z, v) .
Proof. The number of degrees of freedom on R− is determined by the number of negative
velocities (relatively to c), here K. Indeed, analysis in Section 3.1 reveals that bounded
solutions are entirely determined by the incoming velocity profile, corresponding to v < c.
A similar argument holds true for z > 0. 
In order to reconstruct an entire solution on R × V , we shall solve a transfer eigenvalue
problem. The continuity of f at z = 0, f−(0, v) = f+(0, v), writes equivalently as follows,
(7.10) (∀i) K∑
k=1akF k− (vi) =
N∑
k=K+1 bkF k+ (vi) .
This writes in matrix block form as follows
(−F− F+)(ab) = (00) .
We realize immediately that a non-trivial solution (a, b) exists, since the square matrix(−F− F+) has a left eigenvector associated with eigenvalue zero:(ω(v − c)) (−F− F+) = (−∑Ni=1 ωi(vi − c)F−(vi) ∑Ni=1 ωi(vi − c)F+(vi)) = (0 0) ,
where we have used both dispersion relations (7.3)-(7.4). We can characterize (a, b) in a
unique way, by prescribing a unit total mass (1.5),
∬ f(z, v)dν(v)dz = K∑
k=1
ak
λk− ⟨F k− ⟩ + N∑k=K+1 bkλk+ ⟨F k+ ⟩ = 1 .
Monotonicity of both ρ+ and ρ− can be deduced from the results obtained in the con-
tinuous velocity case (A1), by approximation of the discrete measure ν by a sequence of
absolutely continuous measures. Indeed, under the crucial assumption (∀i) c ≠ vi, regu-
larity of the approximating sequence is guaranteed, provided it is chosen so as to avoid c
in its support. We are not aware of any direct argument based on the decomposition in
Case’s modes (7.8)-(7.9).
7.2. Exchange of modes as c crosses some discrete velocity. We investigate care-
fully the case where c crosses one of the velocities (vi), say vK+1, with increasing values.
According to Section 7.1, there is a swap: one mode will disappear on the right side (z > 0),
this is mode fK+1+ , and one mode will appear on the left side, the new mode fK+1− . The
other modes will be essentially unchanged. During the swap, we expect a singular transition
around the origin, as the largest exponents become arbitrarily large on both sides.
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Figure 8. Illustration of the swapping behaviour when c crosses one of the dis-
crete velocities, say vK+1. The spatial density profile ρ (blue line) experiences a
strong shape discontinuity. (Left) As c ↗ vK+1, the profile becomes arbitrarily
narrow on the right side (see Proposition 7.4). Moreover, during the exchange of
modes, the amplitude of the mode that disappears on the right is bounded below
explicitly (red line), see Proposition 7.5. (Right) The same behaviour occurs on
the right side as c↘ vK+1. This shape discontinuity has dramatic consequences on
the determination of travelling waves (Section 7.3)
Proposition 7.4. Assume c crosses vK+1 with increasing values. Then, for c < vK+1, we
have
lim
c↗vK+1 λK+1+ (c) = +∞ .
On the other hand, for c > vK+1, we have
lim
c↘vK+1 λK+1− (c) = +∞ .
The other roots have finite limits, denoted by λk±(vK+1) (k ≠K + 1), which are roots of the
function Qˇ±, obtained from Q± by removing the term i = K + 1 from the summation, and
evaluating at c = vK+1.
Proof. Limits exist by monotonicity of λk±. For any k ≠K + 1, the limit is clearly finite by
(7.5)-(7.6). Assume for instance that λK+1+ (c) has finite limit λ¯K+1+ as c ↗ vK+1. Then, it
should satisfy the relation
(7.11) ∑
i≠K+1ωi
1
T+(vi − vK+1)(vi − vK+1) − λ¯K+1+
= 0 ,
and so should the limits λk+(vK+1) for K +2 ≤ k ≤ N . However, we deduce from Proposition
7.2 that relation (7.11) has only N −K − 1 roots. Moreover, it cannot have a root larger
than
T++
vK+2−vK+1 . This is a contradiction. We argue similarly for c↘ vK+1. 
The next result concerns the limit of the weights (ak, bk) as c → vK+1. More precisely,
we aim at describing the higher order contribution in the following decomposition of the
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spatial density in exponential modes (given here for c < vK+1),
(7.12)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀z > 0) ρ+(z) = N∑
k=K+1 bke−λ
k+z ⟨F k+ ⟩ ,
(∀z < 0) ρ−(z) = K∑
k=1akeλ
k−z ⟨F k− ⟩ ,
where we have opted for the notation ⟨F ⟩ = ∑Ni=1 ωiF (vi). Interestingly, the contribution of
the higher mode, here mode K + 1, has a non trivial contribution as c ↗ vK+1. The same
behaviour happens as c↘ vK+1. This emphasizes the dramatic discontinuity in the shape
of the spatial profile ρ as c crosses the discrete velocity vK+1, as illustrated in Figure 8.
Proposition 7.5. The weights (ak)1≤k≤K , (bk)K+2≤k≤N have finite limits (ak)1≤k≤K , (bk)K+2≤k≤N
as c ↗ vK+1, resp. (ak)1≤k≤K , (bk)K+2≤k≤N as c ↘ vK+1. The limits coincide up to a con-
stant factor. In addition, bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩ has a finite limit which satisfies,
(7.13) lim
c↗vK+1 bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩ > 0 .
Similarly, aK+1 ⟨FK+1− ⟩ has a finite limit which satisfies,
lim
c↘vK+1 aK+1 ⟨FK+1− ⟩ > 0 .
Proof. Step #1. Firstly, we prove the existence of limits. For that purpose, we pass to
the limit in the transfer matrix (−F− F+). We have
(−F− F+) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−F 1−(v1) . . . −FK− (v1) FK+1+ (v1) FK+2+ (v1) . . . FN+ (v1)⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮−F 1−(vK+1) . . . −FK− (vK+1) FK+1+ (vK+1) FK+2+ (vK+1) . . . FN+ (vK+1)⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮−F 1−(vN) . . . −FK− (vN) FK+1+ (vN) FK+2+ (vN) . . . FN+ (vN)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
therefore,
(7.14) lim
c↗vK+1 (−F− F+) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−F 1−(v1) . . . −FK− (v1) 0 FK+2+ (v1) . . . FN+ (v1)⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮− 1
T +− . . . − 1T+− ? 1T++ . . . 1T++⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮−F 1−(vN) . . . −FK− (vN) 0 FK+2+ (vN) . . . FN+ (vN)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
where the question mark ? accounts for some undetermined limit. The left eigenvector
associated with eigenvalue zero becomes
ω(v − vK+1)= (ω1(v1 − vK+1) . . . ωK(vK − vK+1) 0 ωK+2(vK+2 − vK+1) . . . ωN(vN − vK+1)) .
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We deduce that the matrix (−F− F+)(i≠K+1,k≠K+1) obtained from (7.14) by eliminating
row K+1 and column K+1 also possesses an eigenvector ((a)1≤k≤K , (b)K+2≤k≤N)T . Finally,
the missing term bK+1 can be recovered using the identity (7.10) for i =K + 1. In the limit
c↗ vK+1, it becomes
K∑
k=1ak
1
T+− = limc↗vK+1 (bK+1FK+1+ (vK+1)) + N∑k=K+2 bk 1T++ .
We argue in a similar way in the case c↘ vK+1. Interestingly, the matrix (−F− F+)(i≠K+1,k≠K+1)
is the same as when taking the limit from below c↗ vK+1. Therefore, the weights coincide
up to a constant factor.
Step #2. Secondly, we prove that the limit (7.13) is positive. We consider the case where
c↗ vK+1. We argue by computing the derivative of ρ(z) at z = 0+ in two different manners.
Differentiating (7.12) with respect to z, we obtain,
(7.15)
dρ+
dz
(0+) = − N∑
k=K+1λk+bk ⟨F k+ ⟩ .
On the one hand, we notice that ⟨FK+1+ ⟩ ∼ ωK+1FK+1+ (vK+1) as c↗ vK+1. Indeed, we have
(∀i ≠K + 1) FK+1+ (vi)
FK+1+ (vK+1) = T+(vK+1 − c) − λK+1+ (vK+1 − c)T+(vi − c) − λK+1+ (vi − c)∼ − T+(vK+1 − c)
λK+1+ (vi − vK+1) + vK+1 − cvi − vK+1 → 0 .
As a consequence, bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩ has a finite limit too. On the other hand, we learn from
Section 4 that ρ+ is decreasing. Dividing (7.15) by λK+1+ , then taking limit as c ↗ vK+1,
we get immediately
0 ≥ − lim
c↗vK+1 (bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩) .
Furthermore, we can separate the respective contributions of positive relative velocities,
and negative relative velocities, ρ+ = ρ++ + ρ−+, as in the proof of Lemma 4.8. In particular,
we have:
dρ++
dz
(0+) = ∑{vi>c}ωi 1vi − c (I+(0) − f+(0, vi))
∼ ωK+1 1
vK+1 − c (I+(0) − T++T+− I−(0)) as c↗ vK+1 .
Recall the following identity from the proof of Lemma 4.9 (4.24),
T+− I+(0) − T++ I−(0) = −4χSρ−(0) .
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We get eventually,
lim
c↗vK+1 (bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩) = − limc↗vK+1 1λK+1+ dρ+dz (0+)≥ − lim
c↗vK+1 1λK+1+
dρ++
dz
(0+)
≥ lim
c↗vK+1 ωK+1 1λK+1+ (vK+1 − c) 4χSρ−(0)T+− .
To conclude, recall from (7.6) that λK+1+ (vK+1 − c) < T++ . This yields the following bound
from below,
lim
c↗vK+1 (bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩) ≥ ωK+1 4χSρ−(0)T++ T+− > 0 .

7.3. Positive jumps in the function Υ and consequences. In this section, we examine
the matching condition on c, namely
Υ(c) = ∂zS(0) = 0 .
Our main objective is to investigate existence, and possible uniqueness of c. As a matter
of fact, we shall answer negatively to these questions, because the situation is by far more
complicated than in the macroscopic diffusive limit discussed in Section 2.1.
In the following proposition, we establish that variations of Υ(c) can be deduced from
some monotonicity of the macroscopic profile ρ, with respect to c. We include the depen-
dency with respect to c in the notations to resolve any possible ambiguity.
Proposition 7.6. Suppose the profile ρ(z; c) has the following monotonicity,
(7.16) (∀c)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀z < 0) ∂ρ−
∂c
(z; c) > 0
(∀z > 0) ∂ρ+
∂c
(z; c) < 0
then the function Υ is decreasing.
Proof. Recall that Υ is given by the following integral representation formula,
(7.17) Υ(c) = ∂zS(0; c) = −∫ 0−∞ µ+(c)eµ+(c)zρ(z; c)dz + ∫ +∞0 µ−(c)e−µ−(c)zρ(z; c)dz ,
where the reaction-diffusion exponents µ±(c) are defined as in (6.2). For our purpose, we
compute
dΥ
dc
(c) = −∫ 0−∞ dµ+dc (c) (1 + µ+(c)z) eµ+(c)zρ(z; c)dz − ∫ 0−∞ µ+(c)eµ+(c)z ∂ρ∂c (z; c)dz+ ∫ +∞
0
dµ−
dc
(c) (1 − µ−(c)z) e−µ−(c)zρ(z; c)dz + ∫ +∞
0
µ−(c)e−µ−(c)z ∂ρ
∂c
(z; c)dz .
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We integrate by parts the first contribution in each line of the r.h.s., in order to get the
following expression,
dΥ
dc
(c) = ∫ 0−∞ dµ+dc (c)zeµ+(c)z ∂ρ∂z (z; c)dz − ∫ 0−∞ µ+(c)eµ+(c)z ∂ρ∂c (z; c)dz− ∫ +∞
0
dµ−
dc
(c)ze−µ−(c)z ∂ρ
∂z
(z; c)dz + ∫ +∞
0
µ−(c)e−µ−(c)z ∂ρ
∂c
(z; c)dz .(7.18)
To conclude it is sufficient to notice that⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dµ+
dc
(c) = 1
2DS
⎛⎝1 + c√c2 + 4DSα⎞⎠ > 0
dµ−
dc
(c) = 1
2DS
⎛⎝−1 + c√c2 + 4DSα⎞⎠ < 0
Therefore, all signs in (7.18) coincide to give
dΥ
dc
(c) < 0 .

Remark 7.7. There is some ambiguity when we study the variation with respect to c.
Indeed, the profile ρ(z; c) is defined up to a constant factor. To resolve this ambiguity,
notice that any smooth normalization of the type ρ˜(z; c) = R(c)ρ(z; c), R(c) > 0, can be
handled in the following way,
d
dc
(∂zS˜(0; c)) = R(c) d
dc
(∂zS(0; c)) + dR
dc
(c)∂zS(0; c) .
In particular, we see that ddc (∂zS˜(0; c)) < 0 when ∂zS(0; c) vanishes, so zeros of Υ(c) and
Υ˜(c) do coincide.
Note that monotonicity condition (7.16) is exactly what is expected in the case of two
velocities only V = {±v0}. There, the spatial density is given by
ρ(z) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ρ(0)eλ−(c)z for z < 0
ρ(0)e−λ+(c)z for z > 0
where the exponents λ± have the appropriate monotonicity with respect to c (7.16), as in
(7.7).
However, the situation is more tricky for a larger number of velocities, due to the su-
perposition of modes, and in particular the breaking of monotonicity during exchange of
modes, as in Figure 8. It can be seen in the latter that ρ has exactly the reverse monotonic-
ity with respect to c, close to the origin z = 0 (compare (7.16) and Figure 8). Of course,
monotonicity (7.16) is recovered far from the origin, as the shape of ρ is dominated by the
lower mode.
The objective of the following calculation is to estimate the variations of Υ(c) as c crosses
some discrete velocity, following Section 7.2.
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Firstly, we suppose that c < vK+1. We opt for the alternative formulation of Υ(c) after
integration by parts in (7.17), and using the continuity of ρ at z = 0,
Υ(c) = ∫ 0−∞ eµ+(c)z∂zρ(z; c)dz − ∫ +∞0 e−µ−(c)z∂zρ(z; c)dz
= K∑
k=1
λk−(c)
λk−(c) + µ+(c)ak ⟨F k− ⟩ − N∑k=K+1 λ
k+(c)
λk+(c) + µ−(c)bk ⟨F k+ ⟩ .
Taking the limit c↗ vK+1, we obtain
lim
c↗vK+1 Υ(c) = K∑k=1 λ
k−(vK+1)
λk−(vK+1) + µ+(vK+1)ak ⟨F k− ⟩ − N∑k=K+2 λ
k+(vK+1)
λk+(vK+1) + µ−(vK+1)bk ⟨F k+ ⟩− lim
c↗vK+1 (bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩) .
Similarly, we obtain after taking the limit c↘ vK+1,
lim
c↘vK+1 Υ(c) = K∑k=1 λ
k−(vK+1)
λk−(vK+1) + µ+(vK+1)ak ⟨F k− ⟩ − N∑k=K+2 λ
k+(vK+1)
λk+(vK+1) + µ−(vK+1)bk ⟨F k+ ⟩+ lim
c↘vK+1 (aK+1 ⟨FK+1− ⟩) .
By taking the difference, we should pay attention to the fact that the averages ⟨F k± ⟩ and⟨F k± ⟩ do not coincide, because there is one term changing in the sum, due to the disconti-
nuity of T . More precisely, we have
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(∀k ≤K) ⟨F k− ⟩ − ⟨F k− ⟩ = ωK+1 ( 1T+− − 1T−− )
(∀k ≥K + 2) ⟨F k+ ⟩ − ⟨F k+ ⟩ = ωK+1 ( 1T++ − 1T−+ )
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Figure 9. Coexistence of multiple travelling waves, when the function Υ crosses
the zero level several times. Here, V = {−1,−0.5,0.5,1}, with uniform weights ω.
Other parameters are χS = 0.48, χN = 0.44, α = 50 and DS = 0.5.
As a conclusion, we can decompose the jump in Υ at c = vK+1 into three different contri-
butions,
Υ(v+K+1) −Υ(v−K+1) = ( K∑
k=1
λk−(vK+1)
λk−(vK+1) + µ+(vK+1)ak)ωK+1 ( 1T−− − 1T+− )
+ ( N∑
k=K+2
λk+(vK+1)
λk+(vK+1) + µ−(vK+1)bk)ωK+1 ( 1T++ − 1T −+ )+ lim
c↘vK+1 (aK+1 ⟨FK+1− ⟩) + limc↗vK+1 (bK+1 ⟨FK+1+ ⟩)
≥ ( K∑
k=1
λk−(vK+1)
λk−(vK+1) + µ+(vK+1)ak)ωK+1−2(χS + χN)T−− T+−
+ ( N∑
k=K+2
λk+(vK+1)
λk+(vK+1) + µ−(vK+1)bk)ωK+1 2(χN − χS)T++ T−++ ωK+1 4χSρ+(0)
T−+ T−− + ωK+1 4χSρ−(0)T++ T+−
Interestingly, the last line does not depend on the reaction-diffusion coefficients (α,DS).
On the other hand, the remainder is arbitrarily small as µ± ≫ λk±, for instance as α →∞, all
other parameters being unchanged. In the latter case, the jump is positive as a consequence
of Proposition 7.5 (see Figure 9).
7.4. Numerical investigation. We conclude this section by some numerical illustrations.
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Figure 10. Variations around Figure 9, with {−1,−vmin,vmin,1}. Interestingly,
we observe a transition between coexistence of two travelling waves – a slow wave
(c ≈ 0.2) and a fast wave (c ≈ 0.6) – and existence of a unique wave (c ≈ 0.4 for
both vmin = 0.1 and vmin = 0.8, by pure coincidence). There is some apparent
paradox here: by increasing the minimal speed vmin from 0.5 to 0.8, the fast wave
disappears (observe the behaviour of the ”fast” branches on the right side). On the
other hand, by decreasing the minimal speed, the slow wave disappears (observe
the behaviour of the ”slow” branches on the left side). In particular, decreasing
vmin results in increasing the wave speed.
Firstly, we investigate the case of four velocities, say V = {−1,−vmin,vmin,1}. Figure 9
exhibits one particular case for which there is seemingly two roots of the matching equation
Υ(c) = 0. This is the exact counter-part of the exchange of modes happening when c crosses
the discrete velocity vmin. There is a positive jump discontinuity in Υ as c → vmin. This
corresponds precisely to the non-zero amplitude which is transferred instantaneously from
the left to the right side of the origin as c crosses vmin. We believe that both travelling
waves are stable (see [9] for more thorough discussion based on numerical experiments).
This yields some interesting paradox (see Figure 10).
Secondly, we exhibit another intriguing case, with a larger number of velocities (an
idealization of the continuous case) for which there is seemingly no solution to the matching
equation Υ(c) = 0 (Figure 11). The long time behaviour of the Cauchy problem is very
difficult to conceive in the mind.
8. Perspectives
8.1. Moderate signal integration. It would be interesting to include more functions
than the sign function φ = −sign in (1.2) during the course of analysis. Indeed, a more
appropriate choice would be a decreasing sigmoidal function with a stiffness parameter
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Figure 11. Non existence of the travelling wave. Here, V = (−1,1), and dν(v) =
1+5 exp(−4∣v∣)dv. Other parameters are χS = 0.48, χN = 0.44, α = 50 and DS = 0.5.
(Left) The function Υ(c) = ∂zS(0) is plotted for admissible values of c ∈ (0, c∗).
It is always negative, so that the peak of S is always located on the left side
of the origin. Hence, there is no solution to the travelling wave problem with
basic monotonicity assumptions (S uni modal, and N increasing). The velocity
set is discretized for numerical purposes, with a step ∆v = 0.01. The smallness of
increments in speed c (∆c = dv/3) enables to catch small irregular structure of Υ.
(Right) The macroscopic density profile ρ(z) is shown for the specific value c = 0 to
illustrate the following paradox: despite the global tendency to move to the right
(χN is relatively large), the profile ρ is locally sharper on the right side of the origin,
rather than on the left side. Of course, the global shift of the density is recovered
at large scale (exponential decay is sharper on the left side), but only small scales
matter here, because chemical parameters are chosen so that the typical length
scale of the chemical signal transmission is
√
α/DS = 0.1. The stationary signal
concentration S is superimposed in green line.
τ > 0 that is a typical time-scale [28],
φ(D logS
Dt
∣
v′) = − tanh(τ D logSDt ∣v′) .
Time τ can be related to the adaptation time-scale of individual cells [25].
There are two important differences with the analysis performed here: first, the tumbling
rate cannot be reduced to an elementary rule of signs. Also, the confinement effect is more
involved, as the rate of confinement λ strongly depends on the asymptotic decay of chemical
concentrations.
8.2. Delay effects during signal processing. Clearly, the assumption of instantaneous
signal integration is very reductive. A way to relax this strong assumption consists in
including more variables in the kinetic model, accounting for signal processing at the level
of individual cells [13, 34, 16, 33, 25]. However, this makes the analysis much more com-
plicated. Reduced model different from (1.1) could be investigated first.
8.3. Angular persistence. By relaxing the specific choice (1.4), angular persistence dur-
ing tumbling can be taken into account. In fact pre- and post-tumbling velocities (v′, v)
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are correlated. The mean value of the directional change is approx. 68○ [6, 28]. This can
be encoded in the model using a Gaussian p.d.f. to distribute the post-tumbling velocity,
namely
K(v, v′) = 1
Z
exp(v ⋅ v′
Σ2
) ,
In [28], it has been further evidenced that the standard deviation Σ itself is modulated
by the chemical gradients, as predicted in [32]. This can be put into the model via the
dependency Σ = Σ(t, z, v′), where Σ is an increasing function of the tumbling rate λ: more
likely is the tumble, larger the deviation between v and v′ is expected.
8.4. Two-species concentration waves. In [2, 12], the authors investigate a two-species
model for the interaction of two populations of bacteria with different intrinsic wave speeds.
The analogue of the diffusive limit system (2.1) is analysed by seeking travelling wave
solutions. As far as we know, the corresponding kinetic system has not been studied yet.
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